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INVESTMENT SUMMARY 
We initiate ACB with a BUY rating and a one-year target price of VND38,700 – representing an 

24.8% upside to the current share price of VND31,000. Asia Commercial Joint Stock Bank (HNX: 

ACB) is a medium-sized commercial bank in Vietnam with a focus on retail and SME segments. The 
main sources of income are lending interest and service fee and commission. ACB’s prudent 

management approach stands out in a cautiously optimistic macroeconomic backdrop. Through its 

25 years of development, ACB has built a strong franchise for the high-return retail segment. In 

addition, past NPL clearing efforts are now staging an elevated upturn in earnings. 

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS  

Cautiously optimistic macro backdrop favors prudent qualities from banks. 

Over the medium term, we expect Vietnam to remain the fastest-growing economy in ASEAN at 
6.3% p.a in 2018-2020. However, this represents a slight slowdown versus recent years as the 
government will likely pursue a more conservative approach towards credit growth amid rising 
inflation. Meanwhile, a widening credit-to-GDP ratio, now at 131%, imposes risks of capital 
misallocation and hence, NPL formation. Against this double whammy, banks with strong asset 
quality, capital base and fee-generating capabilities will tend to outperform. 
ACB’s prudence is best positioned to weather downside risks, while sustaining growth. 

ACB boasts top-notch asset quality thanks to its disciplined risk management and aggressive 
clearing of legacy bad debts in the yesteryears. From 2015-2017, the bank maintained its non-
performing loan ratio (NPL) at the lowest level amongst peers (0.7% by YE2017 vs peer average of 
1.8%) and well below the regulatory limit of 3%. This is the same when we look at Total Loans At Risk 
ratio (sum of loans in group 2,3,4,5 and VAMC bonds divided by gross loan) to account for 
differences in NPL classification between Vietnamese banks and emerging market banks, with ACB’s 
Total Loans At Risk ratio standing at 2.6% vs peer average of 5%. 

ACB specializes in retail lending with an extensive loyal customer base 
Vietnam’s banking sector is shifting toward retail lending, a segment characterized by higher yields 
and lower concentration risks. Retail lending looks promising in Vietnam on the back of its under-
penetration (Vietnam household credit-to-GDP in 2017 was 20% - relatively lower than other Asian 
countries on an income-adjusted basis) (Appendix 15) and Vietnam’ growing middle-affluent 
population. ACB boasts the highest retail contribution to total loan book in the industry at 57% by 
YE2017. ACB’s retail lending franchise is poised to strengthen further as it expands into adjacent 
customer income segments. We forecast ACB’s yield spread on total IEA (*) will broaden by 20 bps 
p.a from 2018 onwards.  

Earnings cycle turns steeply upwards after past NPL efforts; bancas a potential upside  

We forecast ACB’s EPS to surge 139% in 2018 and record a CAGR of 15.9% between 2018-2022, 
driven by (1) credit growth of 15.8% p.a between 2018-2020, (2) credit costs to plunge 67% YoY in 
2018, as ACB has already fully provisioned for legacy assets, and maintain at 13% of PPOP from 
2019 onwards, (3) recovery of written-off bad debts, amounting to 9% of 2018F TOI before 
gradually converging to 1.7% of TOI from 2022 onwards and (4) CIR to fall from 54% in 2017 to an 
industry average of 45% from 2018 onwards thanks to eradicated legacy issues. On the other hand, 
a potential exclusive bancassurance deal, if happens, could generate an upfront fee of VND1trn (or 
7.7% of 2018 TOI) under our estimate, and would substantially upgrade ACB’s fee income stream. 

Valuation  

We value ACB using a combination of Residual Income and P/B methods, each attributed with a 
50% weighting. We select the Residual Income method because the more mainstream methods 
such as DCF and EV/EBITDA is not applicable to banks. Meanwhile, we choose the P/B method 
because most of banks’ assets and liabilities are marked to market and liquid. 

Investment risk 

Potential risks to the price include: Macroeconomic risks, business and operational risks, financial 
risk. The biggest risk of the company is macroeconomic risk. 
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Residual Income (50%) 41,800
P/B (50%) 35,600

Target Price 38,700
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Recommendation BUY
Source: Team estimates 

2016 2017 2018F 2019F 2020F
PPOP 
(VNDbn) 2,884 5,221 7,180 7,999 9,088

PBT 
(VNDbn) 1,667 2,656 6,326 6,927 7,752

NIM 3.47% 3.51% 3.64% 3.65% 3.73%

NPL 0.87% 0.7% 0.85% 0.9% 1%

CIR 62% 54% 45% 48% 48%

ROAE 9.9% 14.1% 27.2% 23.7% 21.9%

ROAA 0.61% 0.81% 1.66% 1.59% 1.56
Source: Company data, Team estimates 

(*) IEA: Interest Earning Assets
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BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 
Established in 1993 in Ho Chi Minh City and listed on Hanoi Stock Exchange in 2006, Asia 

Commercial Bank has targeted the retail and SMEs segments in Vietnam for 25 years. When 

Vietnam’s banking system entered a crisis in the 2010s, ACB went through a restructuring phase. 
Having got rid of its legacy problems, ACB came out in the end of 2017 as the leader in asset 

quality among joint-stock commercial banks in Vietnam. ACB is also qualified for the Basel II pilot 

program in 2020, being one of the ten banks selected by the State Bank of Vietnam. 

A diverse and conservative loan mix. 

Interest income, which grew at a CAGR of 14.4% between 2014-2017, remains ACB’s mainstay of 

income, contributing 74% to the bank’s Total Operating Income (TOI) in 2017 (Figure 1). Lending 

to retail and SME segments accounted for 89% of total loan book as of YE2017. The retail 

segment is characterized with low concentration risks and higher yields. Individual loans, which 

include products such as mortgages, household business finance, consumer loans and 
automobile loans, expanded 28% YoY in 2017 and made up 57% of ACB’s 2017 loan book 

(Figure 2). ACB prioritizes secured lending and only limits unsecured lending to credit cards, 

which serves the upper-mass consumer segment. Meanwhile, SME and wholesale loans, which 

constituted 43% of ACB’s 2017 loan book, cover fast-growing sectors in Vietnam including trade 

and manufacturing (Figure 3). ACB’s prudence is further evidenced by its limited exposure to 
property developers, at merely 2% of 2017 loan book.   

Robust fee and commission income driven by a wide SME customer base 

Net fee and commission income, contributing 11% to 2017 TOI, is consistently expanding its 

contribution to ACB’s TOI. ACB’s SME client network is the primary driver for fee and commission 

income. ACB offers favorable rates and policies to SMEs and their partners to acquire their whole 
ecosystem ranging from suppliers, retailers to exporters. This bolsters ACB’s ability to cross-sell 

transaction banking services such as payment services, cash management and securities services. 

Besides this, ACB also offers an individual service line to serve corporate employees as well as 

priority banking services, which target high-net-worth individuals. 

COMPANY STRATEGY 
Overarching strategy: being sustainable by being prudent  

ACB’s prudence is highlighted by its efforts to maintain strong asset quality, liquidity, capital 

adequacy as well as a low-risk appetite in lending. In terms of asset quality, ACB boasts the 

lowest ratios of NPL and total loans at risk among major player, at 0.7% and 1.8%, respectively, in 

2017. Regarding liquidity, ACB has been keeping pure loan-to-deposit ratio at 82%, well below 
an industry average of 86%. From the capital adequacy front, ACB’s CAR and Tier 1 Capital Ratio 

reached 11.4% and 8.9%, respectively, in 2017, well above SBV’s requirement of 9% for CAR. 

Meanwhile, ACB’s conservative lending approach could be demonstrated by the fact that most of 

its consumer loans are secured. On the other hand, loans to manufacturing and trade, which are 

ned to recommended sector by the SBV, are broadening. For real estate sector, ACB mostly 
serves residential buyers while limits its exposure to developers. Despite its conservative 

strategy, ACB still generates robust lending returns thanks to higher yields from its retail loan 

book, elevated growth in high-return mortgages, and rapidly growing credit card customer base 

including a planned expansion to the mass segment. We believe ACB’s low-risk strategy fits well 

with the current macro and credit backdrop where risks are creeping up. 

Gain customer base via customized products and ecosystem serving. 

ACB’s main strategy to SME is based on customized programs that address SMEs needs. ACB 

solves entrepreneurs’ biggest problem of tiresome red tape by deploying professional property 

assessment system (PPAS) that reduces assets appraisal time as well as ease credit approval 

process by approving digital signature. Long-term and synchronous product packages, such as 
payroll service with incentive rate are offered, supporting SMEs in both financing and operation 

expense. Moreover, ACB can acquire potential individual base by serving SMEs’ employees 

financial needs and will expand to mass segment. This strategy provides multiple benefits and 

synergies for ACB as payroll account acquisition will underpin CASA, easing cost of funds. At the 

same, sales of additional services packages will boost ACB’s fee income. 

Expand fee income contribution via transaction fee, wealth management, and possibly 
bancassurance. 

We forecast ACB will grow its fee and commission income by 30% p.a in 2018-2019 and 33% p.a 

in 2020-2022, on the back of: (1) transaction fees from ACB’s SME ecosystem and “Future 
Bank” (more details below), with growth mainly coming from volume rather than raising fee rates 

and (2) wealth management services enabled by ACB’s upper mass individual customer base. A 

potential exclusive bancas deal will add material upsides to ACB’s fee franchise, if happens. 

Based on recent bancas deals in Vietnam, we estimate ACB could get an upfront sum of around 

VND1trn if it manages to secure a deal.

Figure 1. Total operating income break down (2014-2017)

Source: Company data, Team estimates 

Figure 2. ACB loan break down, by customer segment

Source: Company filing

Figure 3. Loan breakdown, by sectors of ACB (2015-2017)

Source: Company data



Develop "Future Bank" - Digital Banking 
ACB has been developing “Future Bank” to capture the rising number of digital-savvy customers and unlock 
fee income potential from retail segment. Platforms like Mobile apps, ACB online facilitate access to banking 
services, including 25 online features to individual and 30 to enterprises. In 2014, through partnership with 
Cyber Source-a reputed payment intermediary, ACB provided ACB2Pay, targeting increasing online 
shoppers. However, ACB will still maintain physical branches and enhances service quality at as to serve 
older and affluent customers, who prefer personalized care service. New establishment of physical branches, 
in the near future, would only to ease the access to new regional markets. ACB plans to set aside 
VND500-700 bn p.a to develop Future Bank in 2019-2020. 

Shareholder Structure 
Since the divesting of its largest shareholder Standard Chartered, the foreign ownership limit (FOL) of 30% is 
still maxed out and divided between many investment firms. ACB’s currently largest shareholder is also a 
foreign firm – Alp Asia Finance (10%) (Figure 4). The large stakes held by foreign institutions assure the 
transparency in term of operation, disclosure and risk management. Moreover, the maximize FOL also 
indicates the foreign interest in this promising business, this might represent an upside share price catalyst if 
the FOL increases as a premium to the trading price is required for foreigners. This ownership structure of 
ACB facilitates effective control and equitable treatment of shareholders. 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
To assess ACB overall governance quality, we apply the Observance of OCED Corporate Governance 
Principles in accordance with the ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard 2015 (ADB 2015) (Figure 5). Our 
assessment concluded that ACB has a “Good” corporate governance quality, outperforming the average 
score of publicly listed companies in Vietnam in key aspects such as BOD’s composition, shareholder right to 
participate in fundamental decisions, Disclosure & Transparency, Fulfilment of BOD’s role (Appendix 13). 

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
Experienced executives with long tenures at the group 
The current board of management includes nine executives, each of which has at least 15 years of 
experience in the field of finance and banking. Eight out of the nine people have worked for ACB since its 
establishment in the early 90s. This ensures both operational excellence and stability of management team 
for ACB, which we believe is crucial in the ever-changing landscape of the banking industry in Vietnam. 
Concern over minority stake held by an executive in a competing bank. 
We are concerned over ACB’s chief accountant cum CFO‘s ownership of a 2.4% stake in Kien Long Bank 
(Upcom: KLB), which is an direct competitor to ACB. This could lead to conflicts of interest in his 
responsibility with ACB. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Strong expertise, good board composition and inherent workload risk 
In 1Q2018, a new board of directors was elected for the term of 2018-2023, which composes of eight non-
executive members including chairman Tran Hung Huy, five re-elected members and two new members. The 
BOD‘s quality is undeniable as each member of the board has more than 20 years of experience in the 
banking industry.  
Six out of eight members seem to have a close relationship with the board of management as all of them 
have had a long tenure at the bank. This raises the risk of impairing the BOD’s role in supervising the BOM. 
However, the risk has been mitigated thanks to the presence of two newly elected independent members in 
the board.  
Another concern falls upon the multiple mandates held by certain members of the BOD outside ACB.  This 
raises the risk that certain members of the BOD may not have time to fulfil their role at the bank. 
Corporate Social Responsibility 
ACB has actively engaged in community activities such as funding charity program for impoverished families 
or individuals, granting scholarship for students studying banking and finance. ACB also funded many 
primate, rare animal conservation programs within Vietnam. In 2017, the bank was honored “Best bank for 
Corporate Social Responsibility” in Vietnam from Asia Money Magazine.   

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW AND COMPETITIVE POSITIONING 
MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
Vietnam’s priority for economic stability bodes well for the banking sector 
Banking is a sector that closely correlates with the economy. The IMF forecasts Vietnam GDP growth will 
grow 6.5% per year on average through 2023, which will remain the highest in the region (Figure 6). 
Considering the tightening policy of Vietnam and globally, we deem it reasonable to be cautiously optimistic 
and hence, expect GDP growth in the 2019-2020 to hover around 6.3%. Recently, the government lowered 
the prescriptive credit limits for banks in an attempt to manage inflation. This policy, in turn, will encourage 
capital to flow to lower-risk sectors such as manufacturing and trade, which is recommended by the 
government. 

Under-penetration, growing labor force and middle class underpin a bright retail outlooks Working age 
population, which is the primary users of banking services, is expected to grow and only peak in 2030s with 
more than 72 million people versus 66.8 million currently (Figure 7). In addition, urbanization rate is 
projected to keep rising, propelling banking penetration. Meanwhile, Vietnam is forecast to witness a tripling 
in the middle and affluence class, which is fastest rate in the region, per BCG. Vietnam’s growing affluence 
will push demand for credit for both consumption and investment purposes.

Figure 4. Shareholder structure

Source: ACB’s data

Figure 5. Viet Nam—CG’s distribution of Publicly 
Listed Companies in Each Score Scale

Source: ADB

ACB: 64.59%

Figure 6: Vietnam real GDP growth rate

Source: IMF data base
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Rising interest rates act as a filter against aggressive lending 

As a result of tightening SBV credit policies and inched up inflation, interest rate floors are gradually rising 
(Figure 8). This promotes banks’ profitability, if taken simply as banks increasing lending rates as a reaction. 
But higher lending rates also imply higher credit risk. Banks with a high-risk, high-return lending strategy will 
likely suffer from a deterioration in asset quality and therefore large credit cost. Upon reaching asset quality 
limits, banks would have to slow down and shift toward less risky and less lucrative loans. Meanwhile, a good 
asset quality base and low risk appetite should take much longer to reach such limits, ensuring stable growth. 

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS 
Lucrative retail lending trend  

Retail lending includes 2012-2017 witnessed a positive growth in retail lending outstanding balance with 
CAGR of 18.6%, driven by increasing young urban population. (Figure 9) Retail lending gains allure as more 
banks are seeking improvement in profitability along with reduction in risk. This segment fully satisfies the 
requirement thanks to its superior yield compared with wholesale/SME lending. In addition, banks can 
minimize loan-concentration risk as they diversify the loan mix to a variety of customers. Banks which 
particularly focus on this segment are the main beneficiaries as this trend is forecasted to maintain healthy 
performance with CAGR of 18%, fueled by consumerism and favorable demographics. 

Mortgages present attractive growth opportunities, banking on Vietnam’s rising home ownership  

Mortgages are attractive to banks thanks to its favorable risk weighting treatment. Specifically, mortgages are 
subject to 100% maximum risk weighting, depending on borrower income and value of collaterals, while 
lending to developers is 200% in all cases. In addition, demand for home ownership is burgeoning as the 
younger generations are increasingly embracing an independent life, encouraging them to move out. In 2016 
and 2017, both absolute mortgage loans and mortgage as % of total loans advanced substantially (Figure 
10). We expect this to continue, with Sullivan and Frost forecasting a 18.6% CAGR between 2016-2020 for 
Vietnam’s mortgages. (Appendix 15) 

Credit to manufacturing and trade surges as these sectors remain pillars of Vietnam’s economy 

Industrial manufacturing and trade sectors, which account for 42% to system-wide credit (Figure 11), should 
remain the major driver of Vietnam’s economy. Vietnam’s manufacturing PMI has stayed above 50 for five 
successive years (PMI of above 50 implies improvement - broader definition than growth), indicating sustained 
improvement of manufacturing sector (Nikkei). Their prospects of growth are warmly endorsed by both 
government’s significant tax incentives and increasing number of export orders. Banking services will be one 
beneficiary of this trade expansion. It is also worth highlighting that 95% of the present business customers 
are SMEs, giving SME banking huge advantages. 

Transaction banking and bancassurance intensify fee income’s contribution  

Fee income sector in Vietnam is expected to grow 30% in the next five years, assuming the gap of Vietnam 
and regional average will be narrowed down (Appendix 17). Transaction banking, key driver of fee income 
(44.3% in 2017) is forecasted to further strengthen, underpinned by deeper penetration of retail segment, 
widening SMEs base and potential proliferation of non-cash payments in near future as the government has 
signed the initiative to cut cash-transaction to lower than 10% by the end 2020. Another highlight in recent 
years is a series of successful exclusive partnerships between reputed retail banks and international insurers. 
Bancassurance penetration rate has rocketed in recent years, reaching 10% in 2017 from only 1% in 2013 
(Insurance Association of Vietnam). Supported by a rising affluence among Vietnamese consumers, this ratio 
should continue to climb to catch up with APAC’s average rate of 30%. 

Government intervenes to enhance banking soundness in the context of rapidly rising credit-to-GDP. 

Recovering from recession, Vietnam witnessed swift rise in credit-to-GDP ratio from 95.2% in 2012 to 130% in 
2017. This was due to the government’s attempt to shore up the domestic economy. This ratio was relatively 
high compared with other economies in ASEAN region, at around 50% (Figure12). Current high credit-to-
GDP goes along with the risk of diminishing returns of capital – the situation when utilizing credit is no longer 
productive and may even form new NPLs. Moreover, as inflation rose quickly in recent years, bad debt can 
worsen, as interest rates tend to be pressed upward and creates burden to borrower. In that context, the 
government has taken action to decelerate system credit growth from 18.7% in 2017 to maximum 17% in 
2018. Current regulation stipulates that SBV sets credit limit for each bank depending on bank health and 
discourages lending to risky sectors such as real estate and unsecured consumer loans. In addition, the 
government has set pilot route for ten banks to comply with Basel II from 2020. This demonstrates the 
government’s intention of strengthening the capital base for banking sector against the heating credit growth. 
While these moves appear beneficial to the banking system as a whole, they also pose enormous challenges 
to under-capitalized, risky-lending banks as to satisfy regulatory demand and sustain normal performance at 
the same time. 

Beneficiaries in this landscape: retail banks with strong asset quality  

Retail banks that pursue high quality assets and strong capital base are expected to outshine in the upcoming 
years: (1) Supported by favorable demographics, retail-focused banks are capable of fully capturing the fruitful 
prospect of retail landscape; (2) Heading to a conservative lending strategy and healthy asset portfolio is a 
wise direction for banks in the wake of increasing inflation pressure and widening credit-to-GDP; (3) finally, the 
government’s orientation towards healthy banking sector favors strongly-capitalized banks.

Figure 8. 3-month interbank interest rates

Source: SBV 

Figure 9. Vietnam retail credit growth capacity

Source: SBV, UBS, Team’s compilation
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Figure 11. System credit balance by economic 
sector 2017
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Source: SBV

Figure 12: Credit to GDP

Source: CEIC, Team’s compilation

Figure 13: Non-performing loans ratio (%)

Source: Annual reports, Team’s compile



COMPETITIVE POSITIONING 
The comparision group selected for comparison with ACB consists of Military Bank (MBB), Vietnam Prosperity Bank 
(VPB), Ho Chi Minh Development Bank (HDB), Vietnam Technological and Commercial Joint Stock Bank (TCB) and 
Commercial Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam (VCB). While these JSCBs are of similar asset size and target retail 
business, VCB - an SOCB is included due to its market leader – a comparative benchmark. 

ACB boasts superior asset quality  

From 2015 to 2017, non-performing loan ratio (NPL) of ACB sustained at 0.7%, lowest amongst peers (Figure 13) and 
significantly below the sector’s average of 2% as of YE2017. This provides ACB with a stronger foundation for 
sustainable loan growth. To further underscore ACB’s strong asset quality, ACB’s total loan at risk of 0.94% of gross 
loan is by far the best in peer group (Figure 14). This resulted from ACB’s efforts to clean up legacy bad debts and 
accelerate provisioning for its VAMC bond in 2017. Plus, since ACB has persistently embraced conservative lending 
policy, we expect the bank will continue to outperform other peers regarding risk profile management. 

Profitability improves significantly after legacy resolution 
In 2017, ACB’s ROAA and ROAE were 0.8% and 14.1% respectively, lower than comparison group’s average of 
1.7% and 20.2%. However, ROAA is expected to rise above sector’s average from 2018 (Figure 15) due to three 
fundamental drivers: (1) substantial operating cost and allowance expenses deduction from 2018, (2) higher fee 
income contribution and (3) strong mortgage growth. First, ACB’s expenses from management and provision is 
forecasted to drop to 45% and 13% respectively (Figure 16), thanks to complete legacy issue resolution by 2017. 
Second, ACB has maintained the largest fee income contribution to TOI (10.4% to 9.7% peers average) with a 
CAGR of 26.3% (2015-2017). Together with extensive SMEs network and bancassurance trend, ACB has its 
potential to capture fee income prospect of retail segment (Appendix 15). Third, ACB had the second-largest 
mortgage market share of 12% among selected JSCB’s group (Appendix 16), coupled with 25.7% YoY growth in 
2017, showing good sign of improving future profitability. 

High liquidity aids sustainable loan growth 
The regulated ratio of short-term funds to medium and long-term loan is slated to be lowered to 40% in 2019 from 
45% in the previous years. Under the rising pressure on inflation impacting directly to cost of fund, banks with 
liquidity ratios exceeding required limit will likely to face rising funding costs, as they will need to shore up their 
medium and long-term deposits. Despite perceiving the importance of this indicator, due to lack of disclosed 
information, we are unable to calculate this ratio and choose pure LDR as a substitute indicator. ACB  kept its LDR 
ratio at a safer level than the industry average, at 82.24% in 2017 vs system average of 94.02% (Figure 17). The 
ratios strongly indicate ACB’s careful management, implicitly highlight its capability to maintain safe and sound 
business as the economy is running more conservative. 

Established edge in retail lending 
Amid the current trend of retail lending, ACB is at advantage with its 25-year-experience focus on this segment. 
The company has defined itself as a retail bank since its establishment in 1993 and still embrace its orientation till 
today. Individual and household accounts for 57% in outstanding loan book of ACB in 2017 – the highest in the 
industry (Figure 18). With a head start compared with SOBs and superior weight placed on the trendy segment, 
ACB is anticipated to maintain its established edge over its peers and derive the most benefit from the trend.  

Considering the mortgage solution in increasing risk profile, ACB has steered in the right direction. Its absolute 
growth in mortgages book is second only to TCB – the market leader in real estate lending (Figure 19). However, 
ACB differentiates itself by paying attention not to land developers but purely end-users. This strategy is justified 
by the high margin of mortgages and prudent policy. 

First-rate service delivery commitment 
Service process differentiates ACB image from other retail banks. ACB positions itself as a bank of prudence that 
emphasize on execution accuracy, nimble process and customer experience. The achievement is owing to the 
harmonization of well-trained staff, innovated program and efficient touch points to right customers. An important 
running project is the professional property assessment system (PASS) that shortening assets appraisal duration and 
the improvement of credit approval process via digital signature approval, save customer time and minimize 
operational risk. 

Loyal customer base  
ACB’s client base is characterized by loyalty and stickiness. For 25 years in operation, ACB has earned public trust 
thanks to the principal focus on customer experience since the establishment. ACB has comparative advantages in 
building trust, convenience and personalization to its segmented-customer through diverse touchpoints, together 
with wholehearted and excellent-trained staff. Our survey showed that ACB had the highest number of 
respondents (45%) that will recommend others to use ACB’s bank services (Appendix 19). In addition, ACB and 
VCB are the only banks that charge fees for retail services while major players all apply ‘zero-fee’ policy. Despite 
that, customers still stick to ACB services, which justifies the strength of the customer base. Add the fact that ACB 
has successfully sustained loyal customer-base and recovered its reputation remarkably after serious bank-run in 
2012, we believe that ACB has proved undeniably strong commitment to customers. 

Top ranked credit rating, equaling sovereign rating 
Considering credit outlook by Moody’s and S&P’s, ACB is among the top highest ranked in Vietnam’s banking 
industry with the B1 rating- the uppermost rating in the B category. Such high rating was mainly driven by superior 
asset quality thanks to proactive legacy assets resolution, stable capital adequacy and ample liquidity profiles. 
Being ranked B1- the same level as Vietnam’s B1 sovereign rating, ACB will have an evident advantage in bond 
issuance in terms of greater purchase potential and lower investor’s required interest rate. The high credit rating 
also offers similar benefits regarding interbank borrowing with higher approved loans potential and lower interest 
rate to be repaid.

Figure 16. Provision expenses and Cost to income 
in 2017

Figure 14. Total loan at risk (%)

Source: Annual reports, Team’s compilation

Figure 15. ROAA and ROAE in 2017 

Source: Annual reports, Team estimates

Source: Annual reports, Team estimates

Figure 17. Pure Loan to deposit ratio

Figure 19. Absolute mortgage book increase 
2017 (VND bn)

Source: Team’s compilation

Figure 18. Loan book by sector in 2017

Source: Annual reports, Team’s compilation

Source: Company data



FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
Rising profitability backed by improving NIM, strong loan growth and better operation cost 
management 

Since 2012, total deposits have grown at a CAGR of 15%, outpacing that of total assets at 14.3%. This 
quick recovery of deposits indicates regained customer trust for ACB. This has been driving up the 

equity multiplier, which in turn pushes up ROAE. However, since equity multiplier is not a sustainable 

driver of ROAE, we also pay attention to ROAA movements. For the past 5 years, ROAA has slightly 

improved from 0.5% in 2013 to 0.81% in 2017. This was mainly attributable to increased NIM thanks to 

a retail and SME focus, steady credit growth of 16.65% per annum during 2013-2017 as well as strict 
operation cost management. 

Looking ahead, we project ROAA to nearly double vs 2017 to 1.66% in 2018 and gradually approach 

1.70% in 2022. In the 2018 – 2022 period, upward ROA and downward ROE is the evidence of the 

company solid operation and less dependence on leverage (Figure 20).  Key drivers include solid NIM 
expansion aided by a continuing push into retail lending, increasing non-interest income thanks to fees, 

declining operation costs and easing provisions. We forecast NIM will sustain above 3.5% going 

forward owing to a combination of retail expansion and CASA improvement.  

Rising CASA underpinned by IT investments and ecosystem strategy  

Since the 2012 incident, CASA has increased at a 2014-2017 CAGR of 23%, stabilizing at 15.6% in 
2017. Going forward, we project ACB’s CASA to inch up 0.5 percentage points in 2018 and 1 

percentage points from 2019 onwards, bolstered by increasing IT investments and its ecosystem 

strategy (Figure 21). This will help ease COF and buoy NIM expansion. While the IT investments in 

mobile applications will boost individual customers’ usage of online services, the ecosystem strategy 

will help acquire individual clients via the payroll system of SME customers.  

Widening non-interest income contribution  

Non-interest income contribution has been advancing consistently since 2015 for ACB. In 2017, Non-

interest income reached VND2,981bn and contributed over 26% to TOI. In details, fee income increased 

by 25.8% YoY to reach VND1,188bn in 2017 thanks to expansion of service offerings. Other major non-

interest incomes included provision reversals and recovery of written-off bad debts, amounting to 
VND420bn and VND577bn respectively, (Figure 22). From a 26.3% CAGR between 2014-2017, fee and 

commission are forecasted to deliver 30% pa growth in 2018-2019 and 33% pa in 2020-2022 (Figure 23), 
mainly driven by ACB’s intensified push in fee-generating products, favorable policies for cross-sell and 

enterprise “ecosystem” strategy. ACB’s fee contribution to TOI remains well below regional peers, 

implying extensive headroom for future growth. On the other hand, collection of written-off bad debts is 
estimated at 17% of 2018 PBT before stabilizing to 5% PBT from 2020 onwards. 

Cost to Income Ratio (CIR) poised to come down after legacy issues have been addressed 

ACB’s CIR has been staying above the industry average of 45%-50% since 2012 (Figure 23).  Such high 

CIR could be largely explained by the 2012-2017 restructuring phase, in which ACB booked heavy 
provisions for “other assets”, which mainly consist of Group-6 receivables, and “Legacy Bank” costs to 

resolve legacy issues. On top of that was a brief rebranding process, and retail lending’s high operating 

cost nature: high marketing and distribution costs. However, ACB’s CIR started to improve from 2015 

thanks to stringent cost management. And 2017 marks the end of the legacy opex burden with full 

provisions made for Group 6 receivables and completion of most “Legacy Bank” issues. Of the pre-
provision CIR of 54.5% (2017), only 46.2% was from conventional operation costs, with the remaining 

8.3% coming from provisions for “other assets”. Therefore, we project ACB’s CIR to converge with the 

industry average of 45% from 2018 onward and slightly spike to 47% in 2019-2020 due to capex for 

“Future Bank”.  

High asset quality supported by removed burden of legacy assets and VAMC bonds 
NPL and total loan at risk ratios have been on a downtrend, reflecting an improvement in asset quality. In 

2017, NPL and total loan at risk dropped to 0.7% and 0.94%, respectively, from the 2012 record highs as 

a result of ACB’s efforts in resolving legacy assets from the 2012 incident (Figure 24). ACB is also the third 

bank to dispose of all VAMC bonds by YE2017. Besides NPL clearing efforts, ACB’s strong asset quality 

has been premised on its focus on secured lending; strict loan appraisal and approval and active 
collection. In the following years, without legacy issues and VAMC bonds and with a laser-focus on 

prudent lending, NPL is expected to only inch up to 1.2% by 2022 as a result of the expansion to the 

more risky lower-income consumer segments and stepped up mortgage loans. 

Increasing provision coverage in line with ACB’s restructuring plan and SBV guidelines 

Since 2012, the main priority of ACB has been proactively recovering and provisioning for all legacy 
issues and NPLs in accordance with the SBV guidelines and its own restructuring plan. During this period, 

the provision coverage has made an impressive growth at a 2013-2017 CAGR of 29%. In 2017, loan loss 

reserve set a new record of 133% as a result of active provisioning and NPLs handling (Figure 25). 
Following the increased provision coverage, credit provision expenses also recorded gradual growth at a 
2013-2017 CAGR of 32.4%. With full provisions made by YE2017, we estimate a large cut of 70% in 

provision expenses in 2018, hovering at 13% of PPOP from 2018 onwards thanks to a conservative 

lending strategy.

Figure 22. Income break-down and CIR

Figure 20. Profitability ratios

Source: Company data, Team’s compilation
Figure 21. CASA (VND bn)

Source: Company data, Team’s compilation

Source: Annual reports, Team’s compilation

Figure 24. NPL and total loan at risk (forecast only for NPL)

Source: Company data, Team’s compilation

Source: Annual reports, Team’s compilation

Figure 25. Provision

Source: Company data, Team’s compilation

Figure 23. Fee and Commission (VND bn)



Strong capital adequacy, ready for Basel II  

Being one of 10 banks selected to pilot Basel II standards before official industry-wide 

application, ACB increased its CAR and CAR Tier 1 through the issuance of over VND3trn 

Tier-2 bonds, monitoring and focusing on collateralized lending to control risk-weighted 

asset level. As a result of the bank’s effort, CAR and CAR Tier 1 were 11.49% and 7.77% 

respectively by 2017, well above the required limit of 9% for CAR (Figure 26).

VALUATION 
We employ a 50:50 weighted average valuation of two methods: Residual Income and multiple valuation method using P/B. Our one-year target price is 
VND38,700, a 24.8% upside to the current VND31,000. The weighting that we assigned on P/B method is to mitigate the high sensitivity of the Residual 

Income method to explicit assumptions.  

RESIDUAL INCOME (EXCESS RETURNS) 

We employ a 50:50 weighted average valuation of two methods: Residual Income and relative multiple method using P/B. Our one-year target price is 

VND41,800. 

For banks, it is not practical to employ DCF: Debts can be classified as both Financing and Operating Cash Flow. “Working Capital” and “Free Cash Flow” 

cannot be defined. EBITDA is irrelevant as well because interest is integral to revenue and expense. Meanwhile, ACB does not have a stable cash dividend 

policy, rendering the DDM method impractical.  

Residual Income calculates the streams of annual Net Income net of Equity Charge (Average Common Equity times Cost of Equity, a required return of 
shareholders), discounted by Cost of Equity. This excess return stream acts as a proxy for cash flow to equity.  

Implied Equity Value = Current Equity Book Value + PV (Annual Residual Income). 

Our Residual Income model implies a price of VND41,800. After a detailed projected 5 years ending with 15.2% residual income growth, a transitional phase of 

10 years occurs. This is when major bad debts written-off have been collected, credit growth cap has loosened, provision expense has been cut and stabilized, 

and technological outlay has manifested into profits. Growth of residual income converges to a perpetual rate of 1.5%, considering the long-term GDP growth, 
and considering that banking is a cyclical sector which correlates economic cycles. 
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Figure 26. Capital Adequacy

Source: Company data, Team’s compilation

Figure 27. Residual Income Model - Key Assumptions
Model Assumptions:  
Risk-free Rate: 1.00%
Market Required Return: 10.52%
Beta 1.34
Initial Cost of Equity: 13.76%
Perpetual Growth Rate: 1.50%
Implied Equity Value: 52,159.1
(+) Current Common Shareholders' Equity: 16,030.8
(+) PV of Residual Income Terminal Value: 9,882.0
% of Implied Value from PV of TV: 18.9%
(+) Sum of PV of Residual Income: 26,246.2
Total Shares Outstanding: 1,247,165,130
Implied Share Price: 41,800

Discount Rate (appendix 6) 
Cost of Equity is used as the discount rate in Residual Income. Using a method by Aswath 
Damodaran, we net, a sovereign default spread based on Moody’s sovereign rating from Vietnam 
government 10-year bond rate, coming to a risk-free rate of 1.0% (Figure 27). Market risk premium is 
the sum of this sovereign default spread and the US’ equity risk premium, equaling 9.52%. These 
translate to a market required rate of 10.52%.  

We do not employ the simple individual stock price regression beta method, which (1)reflects past 
performance rather than forward looking, and (2)is subject to high standard error. (1) is especially 
relevant, as 2018 marks a huge earnings upturn compared to the recent years of ACB. Instead, we 
employ a bottom-up beta, which takes into consideration the whole Vietnam banking sector 
(Appendix). Levered bottom-up beta for ACB is at 1.34, translating to a Cost of Equity of 13.75% for 
the Residual Income model.

Source: Team estimates

With a persistent focus on secured retail lending and favorable risk weighting treatment of collateralized loan, ACB should see no difficulty in complying with the 
stricter Basel II regulatory capital. ACB’s current CAR of 11.49% under Basel I 11.49% would translate to an estimated 9.7% under Basel 2, which is well above the 
required 8%. Also, ACB has a plan of issuing VND5,000bn in Tier-2 bonds in 2H2018 to make up for VND3,100bn in bonds to be mature in 1H2018. This, coupled 
with fast-growing retained earnings between 2018-2022, should easily suffice for Basel II requirements and even create a buffer, as we forecast a CAR of 12.1% 
under Basel II for ACB from 2020 onwards. 

Sustainable liquidity profiles supported by high government bond proportion and qualified LDR ratio 
Regarding Circular 36/2014, ACB with its prudent strategy has been keeping the LDR ratio well below the regulatory LDR ratio cap of 80%. In 2017, the LDR ratio 
of ACB stood at 78%, indicating a good liquidity position while still optimizing capital usage for higher NII. In addition, ACB’s liquidity is further solidified by 
sizeable government holdings, which account for 17% of its total assets. We forecast ACB will maintain its pure LDR at around 82% between 2018-2022 while 
meeting regulated LDR requirement of 80%.



Net Interest Income 
In an expected rising interest rate environment, we forecast NIM to inch 
up by 4bps to 3.51% in 2018, and by another 27 bps in 2019-2022. This 
is driven by increased loan book profit and the interest rate 
environment.  

For yields on loans and rates paid on deposits, we employ a spread to 
average 3-month interbank rate for each, instead of applying nominal 
yields. This better reflects whether the yield movements are due to floor 
rates, (especially in the current environment of rising interest rates) or 
thanks to a restructured loan book toward higher yield loans of ACB.  
We expect floor rates to heat up into 2019, and gradually calm down 
starting from 2020, in line with loosened SBV credit policies. 

Interest Income 
Compared to 2017’s 21%, 2018 credit growth cap to ACB is limited to 
15%. We project credit growth to remain 15% until 2020, before being 
loosened by SBV in 2021 when we expect credit-to-GDP and latent risks 
have subdued. Average loan book yield forecast to increase by 37 bps 
and 23bps in 2018 an 2019 respectively, from 2017’s 9.15%. This is 
driven by increased floor rates and retail lending (details below). 
Interest income is projected to deliver a CAGR 14.3% from 2017, 
reaching 42,380bn in 2022 

Retail share in ACB loan book is already high compared to peers. But 
yields can still be improved considering: (1) Secured consumer loans 
and credit card are extended to lower customer segment, while SME 
network employees further enhances the base. (2) Mortgage book 
growth is forecast to be ahead of total credit growth. Mortgage 
contribution (19% by 2017, largest share, but still equal to trade finance 
and household business) is improved, raising average loan book yield 
spread to floor rates by 20bps in 2017-2019, before maturing due to 
large loan book share.   

Regarding SME and wholesale: Growth will be driven by SME partner 
network, favorable policies toward chain partners. The segment does 
not yield impressively, but long-term volume growth is sound, in line 
with total loan book growth. 

Interest Expense 
We project COF to rise from 4.95% in 2017 to 5.4% in 2019, before 
calming to 5.1% in 2020. This is explained by ACB’s deposit growth 
timing, 2018 bond issuance plan, and inched up CASA ratio. 

In the current high-interest environment, it becomes easier to attract 
deposit. Therefore early deposit growth to make up for potential future 
shortage is a strategic move. As credit growth is limited by SBV, the 
need for deposit growth over loan growth is achievable. Plus, 
considering ACB’s strategy in structuring toward more lucrative loans, 
some comfortable liquidity may be needed. ACB’s initial target was 
18%, in line with credit growth target, before the August news of no-
credit-cap-expansion. We project a 16% deposit growth for 2018, 
higher than 15% loan book growth.  (Figure) 

With the expanded customer segment, and ACB’s additional 3.2 million 
SME network employees with payroll-related programs, CASA is 
promoted.  We project CASA ratio to inch up 0.5% in 2018, and 1% per 
year in 2019-2022 following 2019 IT Capex.    

A 5000bn issuance of Tier 2-Bonds for Basel II CAR buffer is planned for 
2018. This is offset by 3100bn of old bonds having matured in 1H2018, 
but still gives COF a push. 

Net Fee and Commission Income 
Growth of fee and commission income will be driven by cross-sell 
opportunities between retail and SME clients. Growth rate is forecast by 
considering the growth needed to approach regional average level of 
fee income/TOI in 5 years (from 11% of TOI by 2017 to 19% by 2022), 
and ACB’s current high contribution among the domestic banks. Fee 
and commission is forecast to deliver 30% pa growth in 2018-2019.

And 33% pa growth is projected for 2020-2022, considering added momentum 
from  planned IT Capex in 2019-2020. On the other hand, an estimated 1trn of 
upfront fee from a potential exclusive bancassurance deal is considered in a later 
scenario analysis, but not incorporated in base case valuation.  

Net Other Income  
Collection of written off bad debt as a substantial bonus. 

ACB’s “other income” in the next few years is driven by huge one-off recoveries 
from collection of write-offs, which offsets limited credit cap effect. ACB’s past 
activeness in writing off all legacy burdens, beside taking provision, accounts for 
this. 500bn of bad debts written off was collected in 1H2018, and an additional 
500bn is projected for 2H2018. The outstanding 1500bn of write-offs from “Group 
6” is expected to be collected during 2019-2020. Most of these had real estate 
collaterals, the liquidation of which is well supported by the recent Resolution 
42/2017.  

Cost to Income Ratio (CIR) to fall to 45% thanks to full allowance made by 2017 

Of the pre-provision CIR of 54.5% (2017), only 46.2% was from conventional 
operation cost, the remaining 8.3% was this special allowance. As full allowance has 
been made, we forecast a permanent CIR cut toward a sector average of 45% in the 
coming years, starting from 2018. Considering 600bn/year of IT Capex in 
2019-2020, a temporary increase to 48% is projected. 

Provision expense to be slashed by 70% and stabilize at a low level 

We expect provision expense to be one of the main upturn drivers. 2018 projection 
sees an impressive 70% YoY cut, to 750bn, or 12% of PPOP. This is due to full 
provision made for legacy loans by 2017. Plus, additional provision expense will be 
maintained around 13% of PPOP in 2019-2022. This is thanks to a conservative 
lending strategy. And a superior 0.7% NPL ratio gradually inching to 1.2% by 2022 
is projected. This creates fewer write-offs, lowering refill need for provision reserve. 
Provision balance to NPL will be maintained at 132%, considering ACB’s prudence, 
and that Vietnam’s provisioning level legal framework is still behind region, which 
may be strengthened in the mid term. 

Equity Charge 
Being close to qualifying for Basel II CAR, ACB should suffice with retained earnings 
and 5000bn Tier-2 bonds issued in 2H2018. There is no plan for additional stock 
issue yet, and no need in the medium-term. Only stock dividends are planned 
which draw from retained earning to charter capital. Cash dividends are at 5-10% in 
2019-2020, cutting equity charge. These keep equity charges moderate in the 
Residual Income model for ACB. 

Scenario Analysis (Appendix 5) 
Many key variables for bank modeling such as: interest rate floors, credit cap and 
new NPL formation rate are less likely to fluctuate in total independence. They 
correlated with the economy and State’s policies as a whole. At the end of an 
expansion phase, the State tightens credit policies, lowering credit cap, reducing 
money supply causing interest rates to rise; which creates more NPLs if credit-to-
GDP gap is high. The opposite is true for an economy coming out of contraction. 
Therefore, we conduct an analysis where key variables move synchronously in 
different economic scenarios, rather than a “best/worst case” where every variable 
is at the best/worst extremes. 

In our upside case, the 15% credit cap is loosened earlier (in 2020 instead of 2021), 
interest rate floors do not rise as high and calm itself earlier, NPLs formation is 
slower than in the base case. The upside target price is VND44,600. In case an 
exclusive bancassurance partnership is dealt, a 1000bn upfront sum is added onto 
fee income growth, raising upside target price to VND56,800. 

In the downside case, the target price is VND35,800, driven by delayed loosening 
of credit cap, high interest rates, and increased NPL formation due to system-wide 
capital misallocation. 

Sensitivity Analysis – Monte Carlo Analysis 
In Residual Income, Implied Equity Value is less dependent on Terminal Value 
(18.9% of Implied Value in our model). However, this means higher sensitivity to 
other assumptions, including Cost of Equity (Figure 28). Amid current rising interest 
rates, this sensitivity deserves its attention. 

VALUATION ASSUMPTIONS

Excess Returns  
2018 PBT see a 139% YoY growth, doubling ROAE to 27.3%, driven by sudden cut in credit cost, operation expense, and huge write-offs collection at the same 
time, on top of inched up NIM. The cost reductions are structural, which continues into 2019 onward. Solid NIM going forward is accompanied by a 30% fee CAGR 
in 2018-2022. These keep ROAE at 22% going forward, with a 15.9% CAGR of 2018-2022 Net Income.



Figure 28. 
Sensitivity analysis

Cost of Equity
12.50% 12.75% 13.00% 13.25% 13.50% 13.75% 14.00% 14.25% 14.50% 14.75% 15.00%

Terminal 
Growth on 
Residual 
Income

0.70% 52.43 49.96 47.63 45.43 43.36 41.40 39.54 37.79 36.13 34.56 33.07
0.90% 52.65 50.15 47.80 45.58 43.49 41.51 39.64 37.88 36.21 34.63 33.13
1.10% 52.87 50.35 47.98 45.74 43.63 41.63 39.75 37.97 36.29 34.70 33.19
1.30% 53.10 50.55 48.16 45.90 43.77 41.76 39.86 38.07 36.37 34.77 33.25
1.50% 53.34 50.77 48.34 46.06 43.91 41.88 39.97 38.16 36.46 34.84 33.32
1.70% 53.59 50.99 48.54 46.23 44.06 42.02 40.09 38.26 36.54 34.92 33.39
1.90% 53.85 51.21 48.74 46.41 44.22 42.15 40.21 38.37 36.64 35.00 33.45
2.10% 54.12 51.45 48.95 46.59 44.38 42.29 40.33 38.48 36.73 35.08 33.53

2.30% 54.40 51.70 49.16 46.78 44.54 42.44 40.46 38.59 36.83 35.17 33.60

MULTIPLE VALUATION 
Our P/B multiple valuation has concluded the 1-year target price for ACB of VND35,600 which weigh 
50% of the final target price. Regarding multiple valuation, we adopt and place the weight of 50% on 
the equity multiple P/B instead of other popular multiple such as EV/EBITDA, P/E, P/S for the following 
reasons: 

• P/B is applied because book value of equity precisely reflects the true value of the firm’s equity as 
most of the assets and liabilities of a financial institution are marked to market or liquid. 

• Vietnamese banking assets are liquid and highly reflective of fair value, especially for ACB, as most of 
their holdings are secured loans, government bonds while most of their liabilities are customer 
deposits. 

• Firm value multiple EV/EBITDA is not useful because neither firm value nor operating income can be 
easily estimated for banks. Other equity multiple such as P/E or P/S is avoided because earning 
volatile is a frequent pattern of Vietnam’s banking environment and sales are not applied for banking 
context. 

Two peer groups (Figure 29, 30)  is formed independently to evaluate the fair price of ACB: one is a 
domestic peer group consist of three SOE banks and three joint stock commercial banks: VCB, BID, 
CTG, MBB, TCB, HDB. Another one is a foreign peer group consists of emerging market banks which 
have a similar business model with ACB. In arriving at the domestic peer group, we use the following 
criteria: 

• Risk appetite: Good assets quality, safe margin for capital adequacy, adequate portion of liquid 
assets. 

• Product mix: Retail & SME Lending is a major business line. 

• Assets size: Over 100 trillion VND. 

• Geography: Operating only within Vietnam. 

• Incorporating three big SOE banks to capture their impact on the Vietnam banking system. 

• Excluding two banks STB, VPB to prevent distortion of the peer group (appendix) 

On selection of emerging market peer, these criteria are used: 

• Region: Banks from economy with an underpenetrated banking sector especially in term of retail 
(India, Indonesia, The Philippines), operating within its own country boundaries. 

• Risk appetite: Good asset quality, adequate margin of capital adequacy 

• Product mix: Retail & SME Lending is a major business line. 

By considering ACB’s far superior asset quality due to its NPL clearing efforts and conservative lending, 
we believe that the ACB’s book value reflects well its intrinsic value, much more so than its domestic 
peers. Moreover, its position as a leading retail banking franchise reinforces our belief that ACB should 
be traded at a 15% premium to its domestic peer. 

Furthermore, the result of regressing P/B on ROE for Vietnamese banks has cemented our view that 
ACB is currently undervalued at the current P/B of 2.1x, TTM ROE of 20.8%. (Figure 31) 
Referring to appendix 8, 9 for detailed analysis about peer selection, multiple valuation, regression.

Figure 29. Domestic peer group

Bloomberg 
ticker

Mkt cap 
(VNDtn) P/B ROE NPL

ACB VN 39.29 2.11 20.8% 0.70%
VCB VN 212.99 3.57 20.5% 1.14%
BID VN 118.29 1.77 14.9% 1.62%
CTG VN 94.2 1.33 12.2% 1.07%
TCB VN 101.75 2.25 24.3% 1.61%
MBB VN 46.77 1.6 16.3% 1.20%
HDB VN 36.44 2.48 21.6% 1.51%
Median 94.2 2.11 20.5% 1.20%

Source: Team estimates

Source: Bloomberg,Team estimates

Bloomberg	
ticker Mkt	cap	(USDbn) P/B ROE NPL

ACB VN 1.68 2.11 20.8% 0.70%
KMB IN 30.50 3.95 13.9% 1.96%
BMRI IJ 20.24 2.24 13.0% 3.35%
BBCA IJ 39.07 4.11 19.1% 1.43%
BBNI IJ 9.01 1.87 14.7% 2.21%
BBRI IJ 24.98 2.67 18.5% 1.09%
BPI PM 6.93 2.36 12.5% 1.34%

BDO PM 9.42 2.45 10.9% 0.46%
MBT PM 4.97 1.66 9.2% 0.99%

HDFCB IN 72.96 4.47 18.4% 1.22%
Median 20.24 2.45 13.9% 1.34%

Figure 30. Foreign peer group

*Note: Market capitalization as of October 19th, 2018; 
Financial statistics are TTM 2Q2018

*Note: Market capitalization as of October 19th, 2018; 
Financial statistics are TTM 2Q2018

Source: Bloomberg,Team estimates

Figure 31. Regression P/B for Vietnamese bank

Source: Team estimates

INVESTMENT RISKS 
MACROECONOMIC RISK 
[MA1] Prosperous economic backdrop may make ACB’s prudent strategy lag behind its peers (High Impact, Low Probability)
The economic view is currently cautiously optimistic, which is most favorable to ACB’s prudent qualities. But in a hypothetical bullish scenario where inflation rate 
decreases, GDP growth remains very positive at 6.8% similar to the period of 2012-2017, the competitive situation for ACB may turn upside down. Banks that 
engage in aggressive high-yield lending would become more prosperous compared with the conservative ones, because NPL will not be as serious of a problem 
in such economy. In this case  ACB’s value creation would fall short compared to its peer. However, this scenario is improbable. The risk profile has risen as 
evidenced by inched up inflation rate and a high private credit to GDP ratio of 130%. 

Mitigation: (1) Expansion to lower income segments of customers for consumer loans and credit cards, (2) Further growth into mortgage market. These are less 
conservative move to take advantage of the low risk profiles.



Risk Mitigating factors
Macroeconomic risk

Prosperous economic backdrop Expand to lower income segment + Increase in mortgage contribution
A downturn in the real estate market Negotiating Loan deals with a lower LTV ratio
Rising global trade tension FDI inflows from manufacturers situated in China

Financial risk
Fluctuation in exchange rates Managing by Market risk department 

Business and Operational risk
Recapitalization risk Issuance of tier 2 bond
Fiercer competition in the retail segment Differentiation through well-trained staff
Failure within the internal risk management framework Risk management framework follows Basel II
SBV intervention in further lowering the credit growth quotas Diversification through increasing fee income contribution

[MA2] A downturn in the real estate market may reduce ACB’s collection of bad debt value and mortgage growth (High Impact, Low Probability)
ACB’s collateral for its bad debt written-off (including G6 companies) are mostly real estates. By liquidating  the collaterals, recovery is estimated to be around 
VND1,000bn for 2018 and at VND1,500bn for 2019-2020 combined. Thus, a future scenario of real estate downturn may severely affect ACB’s profitability both in term 
of collateral liquidation value and growth in its mortgage loan book. (Appendix). However, the State’s early intervention prevents this. Land developers lending is now 
subject to the top risk weight of 200%, and SBV recommendation is also against unsecured real estate loans.  
Mitigation: Negotiating better loan deals with a lower Loan to value ratio. 

[MA3] Rising global trade tension may challenge the growth of loan book in trade and manufacturing (Moderate Impact, Moderate Probability)
Given that Vietnam is a very open economy as evidenced by (1) its heavy reliance on FDI and (2) export account for more than 90% of GDP. Thus, a rising in trade 
tension among countries would create more trade barriers, which may badly affect Vietnam’s manufacturing, trade sectors. The bad effects include: rapid rising in 
inventory level, oversupply and damaging the overall solvency of these sectors. This situation may in turn challenge the healthy growth of loan book in trade and 
manufacturing. 
Mitigation: The FDI inflows to Vietnam from manufacturers situated in China as a result of US - China trade war. 

BUSINESS AND OPERATIONAL RISK 
[BI1] Undercapitalization risk hinders the growth in loan book (Moderate Impact, Low Probability) 

10 Vietnamese banks including ACB are chosen to comply with Basel II’s Capital requirement by 2020. Although the minimum CAR is lowered from 9% to 8%, meeting 
the requirement will be tougher as market risk and operational risk are taken into calculation. In the Asian regional level, a 12% CAR according to Basel II is enough to 
maintain a sustainable loan growth. Our estimate has concluded, that in order to reach a 12% CAR, ACB has to raise capital equal to 14% of its current market cap. 
Otherwise, its flexibility to expand business would be greatly reduced as its safety margin for CAR compliance is too thin. Such situation would in turn affect its earnings 
estimate. However, probability of capital inadequacy is insignificant as ACB’s conservative lending keeps its risk-weighted asset low, which results in lower capital need 
compared to peers.  
Mitigation: The 5000bn of Tier 2 Bonds issuance plan in 2H2018 should suffice for ACB’s regulatory capital need,  from the current 25trn of Tier 1 & 2 Capital by 2017, 
and 2018’s earning upturn. 

[BI2] Fiercer competition in the retail segment may contract ACB’s yield spread (Moderate Impact, Moderate Probability) 
Retail marketplace is witnessing many thriving competitors at the attempt to capture such high-yield landscape. Pricing strategy is strongly fostered (free-charge services, 
favorable interest rate financing programs), underpinned by low brand loyalty and high price sensitivity of customers. In order to draw customer base away from 
competitors, ACB’s yield spread might be contracted. However, this probability is not very significant to, because (1) bank can still enjoy abundant room for growth as the 
retail market is underpenetrated (2) as the credit growth quota is limited, banks tend to intensify lucrative lending contribution, hence, support the companies’ yield. 
Mitigation: Under fierce competition, ACB differentiates itself through nimble and prudent process executed by well-trained staff. This factor is considered critical to win 
customer trust and  loyalty. 

[BI3] A failure within the internal risk management framework may affect its operation severely (High Impact, Low Probability)
A successful risk management framework include a comprehensive, effective management in key risks: credit risk, interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, liquidity risk, 
off-balance sheet activities risk and regulatory risk. ACB’s risk management framework has proved to be structurally effective and comprehensive as ACB had sufficient 
experience through both hardship and flourishing period, the effectiveness is also evidence in the significant improvement of ratios such as: NPL, Loan loss reserve, and 
so on. In contrast, a failure in bank risk management may severely affect both its short and long term operation.  
Mitigation: ACB has adopted the Basel II ’s risk management framework. 

REGULATORY RISK 
[RE1] SBV intervention in further lowering the credit growth quotas may hinder profit growth (High Impact, Low Probability) 

INVESTMENT RISKS

2017 CAR Capital need (VNDbn) % of Market cap
Basel I Basel II Impact (ppt) 10% CAR 12% CAR 14% CAR 10% CAR 12% CAR 14% CAR

ACB 11.50% 9.70% -1.80% 25,112 30,134 35,157 2% 14% 27%
VCB 11.60% 9.70% -1.90% 69,518 83,421 97,325 1% 7% 13%
TCB 12.70% 10.20% -2.50% 27,394 32,873 38,352 0% 5% 11%
VPB 14.60% 11.80% -2.80% 32,612 39,134 45,657 0% 1% 12%
MBB 12% 10.40% -1.60% 33,217 39,860 46,504 0% 10% 23%

Lending is still the main income driver of ACB. Should credit growth be further limited, income would 
suffer, as fee and commission contribution is still not large enough to offset the effect. The 15% credit 
growth quota revise, and the expected 15% for 2019-2020 is already incorporated in the valuation. This 
quota is not high compared to other banks’. Meanwhile a prudent bank like ACB should be the least likely 
to get further quota cut. The purpose behind SBV contraction is to optimize capital allocation for 
productivity. Regarding this, ACB mostly lends to productive sectors such as trade and manufacturing, 
while refraining from real estate developers. 
Mitigation: Diversification of its revenue stream through increase fee income contribution.

C A M E L S Overall

ACB B1 A3 C1 C1 B3 A3 B2

VCB B2 B1 B1 B3 B3 A3 B2
TCB B1 B2 B2 B1 C1 A3 B2

HDB A3 B3 C2 B3 C1 A3 B3
MBB A3 B2 B3 B3 C1 A3 B2

VPB B1 C1 C1 A3 B3 B1 B3

Company risk: To have a comprehensive view on the risk, a bank risk analysis using the CAMELS framework is also incorporated  
ACB and its peer are analysed using the CAMELs model in terms of financial, operational and regulatory stability. Based on our analysis, ACB received B2 rating for 
6.588 points- the second highest points after VCB, mainly driven by high asset quality, good liquidity standpoint and adequate capital in compliance with the SBV 
regulations. The rating B2 indicates fundamentally sound and satisfactory operation and management; greater capacity to withstand stress as well as necessary 
adjustment for further credit upgrade. (Appendix 20)

Source: Team estimates



 

APPENDIX 1: BALANCE SHEET 

  2013A 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018P 2019P 2020P 2021P 2022P 
BALANCE SHEET                     
Assets                     
Cash, gold, 
gemstones 

            
2,043.5  

            
2,496.3  

            
2,806.1  

            
3,541.4  

            
4,851.7  

            
5,358.7  

            
6,162.5  

            
7,086.9  

            
8,291.7  

            
9,701.2  

Balance with SBV             
3,065.3  

            
3,357.7  

            
4,608.7  

            
5,119.3  

            
8,314.6  

            
9,644.9  

          
11,091.6  

          
12,755.4  

          
14,923.8  

          
17,460.9  

Loans to interbank             
7,215.5  

            
4,559.0  

          
10,122.2  

            
8,152.0  

            
8,941.7  

            
8,676.6  

            
9,952.4  

          
11,415.7  

          
13,322.7  

          
15,682.1  

Held-for-trading 
securities 

                
851.2  

            
1,105.1  

                
100.5  

            
1,183.3  

            
1,236.6  

            
1,236.6  

            
1,236.6  

            
1,236.6  

            
1,236.6  

            
1,236.6  

Loans to customers        
105,642.0  

       
114,745.3  

       
132,491.0  

       
161,604.4  

       
196,668.8  

       
225,591.1  

       
258,762.4  

       
296,807.0  

       
346,390.8  

       
407,733.4  

Gross Loans        
107,190.0  

       
116,324.1  

       
134,031.8  

       
163,401.2  

       
198,513.4  

       
228,012.5  

       
261,891.2  

       
300,799.9  

       
351,523.7  

       
414,333.4  

Allowances           
(1,548.0) 

          
(1,578.8) 

          
(1,540.8) 

          
(1,796.8) 

          
(1,844.6) 

          
(2,421.4) 

          
(3,128.8) 

          
(3,992.9) 

          
(5,132.9) 

          
(6,600.0) 

Investment 
securities 

          
33,482.8  

          
39,676.9  

          
38,679.1  

          
42,801.5  

          
52,718.4  

          
61,603.5  

          
70,844.0  

          
81,470.6  

          
95,320.6  

       
111,525.1  

Tangible fixed 
assets 

            
2,279.1  

            
2,384.9  

            
2,054.3  

            
2,338.7  

            
2,474.8  

            
2,630.0  

            
2,786.4  

            
2,941.9  

            
3,093.7  

            
3,238.5  

Intangible fixed 
assets 

                
273.7  

                
419.6  

                
425.3  

                
511.8  

                
532.8  

                
634.7  

                
756.0  

                
900.3  

            
1,072.1  

            
1,276.4  

Other assets           
11,745.9  

          
10,865.0  

          
10,169.9  

            
8,428.4  

            
8,576.8  

            
8,441.1  

            
8,936.3  

            
9,431.4  

          
10,530.9  

          
12,363.2  

TOTAL ASSETS        
166,599.0  

       
179,609.8  

       
201,457.0  

       
233,680.9  

       
284,316.1  

       
323,817.2  

       
370,528.2  

       
424,045.6  

       
494,182.8  

       
580,217.2  

LIABILITIES                     
Borrowings from 
SBV 

            
1,583.1  

                        
-   

            
5,179.0  

                        
-   

                        
-   

                        
-   

                        
-   

                        
-   

                        
-   

                        
-   

Due to interbank             
7,793.8  

            
6,145.2  

            
2,433.3  

            
2,235.1  

          
15,453.7  

            
9,203.5  

            
9,728.5  

          
10,200.9  

          
10,815.3  

          
15,802.9  

Deposits from 
customers 

       
138,110.8  

       
154,613.6  

       
174,919.0  

       
207,051.3  

       
241,392.9  

       
280,015.8  

       
322,018.2  

       
370,320.9  

       
433,275.4  

       
506,932.3  

Valuable papers 
issued 

            
3,500.0  

            
3,078.0  

            
3,075.0  

            
6,615.0  

            
6,761.0  

            
8,661.0  

            
8,661.0  

            
8,661.0  

            
8,661.0  

            
8,661.0  

Other liabilities              
3,107.0  

            
3,375.6  

            
3,063.1  

            
3,716.8  

            
4,677.6  

            
4,845.1  

            
4,403.4  

            
3,974.6  

            
2,956.2  

            
1,221.6  

TOTAL LIABILITIES        
154,094.8  

       
167,212.5  

       
188,669.4  

       
219,618.2  

       
268,285.3  

       
302,725.5  

       
344,811.1  

       
393,157.4  

       
455,708.0  

       
532,617.7  

OWNER'S EQUITY                     
Capital             

9,117.5  
            
8,711.8  

            
8,711.2  

            
8,711.2  

            
9,607.5  

          
12,219.5  

          
13,747.0  

          
15,465.3  

          
17,398.5  

          
19,573.3  

Reserves              
2,035.0  

            
2,207.7  

            
2,374.2  

            
2,590.2  

            
2,913.8  

            
2,913.8  

            
2,913.8  

            
2,913.8  

            
2,913.8  

            
2,913.8  

Retained profits              
1,351.7  

            
1,477.8  

            
1,702.1  

            
2,761.3  

            
3,509.6  

            
5,958.4  

            
9,056.3  

          
12,509.2  

          
18,162.5  

          
25,112.4  

TOTAL EQUITY           
12,504.2  

          
12,397.3  

          
12,787.5  

          
14,062.7  

          
16,030.8  

          
21,091.7  

          
25,717.1  

          
30,888.3  

          
38,474.8  

          
47,599.5  

 

APPENDIX 2: INCOME STATEMENT 

 
2013A 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018P 2019P 2020P 2021P 2022P 

INCOME STATEMENT                    
Interest and similar income       

15,205.1  
      
13,702.8  

      
14,081.8  

      
16,448.2  

      
20,319.6  

      
24,797.2  

      
29,241.7  

      
32,392.4  

      
36,173.6  

      
42,380.8  

Interest and similar expenses     
(10,818.7) 

      
(8,937.2) 

      
(8,198.3) 

      
(9,556.4) 

    
(11,861.9) 

    
(14,656.5) 

    
(17,145.1) 

    
(18,473.5) 

    
(20,043.2) 

    
(23,044.1) 

Net interest income         
4,386.4  

        
4,765.6  

        
5,883.5  

        
6,891.9  

        
8,457.8  

      
10,140.7  

      
12,096.6  

      
13,919.0  

      
16,130.4  

      
19,336.7  

Net fee and commission 
income 

            
770.4  

            
694.4  

            
745.2  

            
944.4  

        
1,188.3  

        
1,544.8  

        
2,008.3  

        
2,671.0  

        
3,552.4  

        
4,724.8  

Net gain/(loss) from trading 
activities 

            
388.8  

            
426.7  

          
(672.4) 

          
(583.8) 

            
865.1  

            
140.7  

            
502.9  

            
321.8  

            
412.3  

            
367.1  

Net other income               
31.8  

              
(2.2) 

            
242.5  

            
285.2  

            
891.6  

      
1,229.68  

          
776.04  

          
565.76  

          
313.36  

          
383.01  

Equity Investment Income           72.2                 
22.5  

               
21.5  

               
24.8  

               
36.1  

              
30.4  

              
33.3  

              
31.8  

              
32.6  

              
32.2  



Total Operating Income       5,577.4           
5,884.5  

         
6,198.8  

         
7,537.7  

       
11,402.8  

      
13,055.9  

      
15,383.8  

      
17,477.5  

      
20,408.6  

      
24,811.6  

Operating expenses       
(3,759.4) 

      
(3,824.0) 

      
(4,021.7) 

      
(4,677.9) 

      
(6,217.4) 

      
(5,875.1) 

      
(7,384.2) 

      
(8,389.2) 

      
(9,183.9) 

    
(11,165.2) 

PPOP         
1,890.2  

        
2,083.0  

        
2,198.6  

        
2,884.6  

        
5,221.6  

        
7,180.7  

        
7,999.6  

        
9,088.3  

      
11,224.7  

      
13,646.4  

Allowance expenses for credit 
losses 

          
(854.6) 

          
(879.3) 

          
(884.5) 

      
(1,217.6) 

      
(2,565.3) 

          
(854.7) 

      
(1,072.2) 

      
(1,335.5) 

      
(1,741.6) 

      
(2,240.5) 

Profit before tax         
1,035.6  

        
1,203.7  

        
1,314.2  

        
1,667.0  

        
2,656.2  

        
6,326.1  

        
6,927.3  

        
7,752.8  

        
9,483.2  

      
11,405.9  

Corporate income tax             
209.1  

            
263.6  

            
285.9  

            
341.9  

            
538.1  

        
1,265.2  

        
1,385.5  

        
1,550.6  

        
1,896.6  

        
2,281.2  

Profit after tax             
826.5  

            
940.1  

        
1,028.2  

        
1,325.2  

        
2,118.1  

        
5,060.8  

        
5,541.9  

        
6,202.2  

        
7,586.5  

        
9,124.7  

Growth 5.41% 13.74% 9.38% 28.88% 59.84% 138.93% 9.50% 11.92% 22.32% 20.28% 
 

APPENDIX 3: OPERATING MODEL 

INTEREST EARNING ASSET 

Gross Loans: 
        

Commercial Mortgages:  N/A          30,017.5          
37,717.5  

        44,129.5          51,631.5          60,408.9          71,886.6          86,263.9  

Household Business:  N/A   N/A          
37,717.5  

        43,375.2          49,881.5          57,363.7          67,115.5          79,196.3  

Trade:         30,329.9          34,441.8          
38,967.1  

        44,812.2          51,534.0          59,264.1          69,339.0          81,820.1  

Manufacturing:         21,150.4          21,218.2          
24,233.4  

        27,868.4          32,048.7          36,856.0          43,121.5          50,883.3  

Other Individual Loans:  N/A   N/A          
37,717.5  

        43,375.2          49,881.5          57,363.7          67,115.5          79,196.3  

Real Estate & Construction           8,016.3          10,533.3          
12,594.0  

        14,357.1          16,367.1          18,658.5          21,643.9          25,323.4  

Others           7,856.5            9,280.2            
9,566.3  

        10,372.8          11,189.7          11,999.2          13,017.4          14,139.3  

Total Gross Loans:      
134,031.8  

     
163,401.2  

     198,513.4       
228,012.5  

     
261,891.2  

     
300,799.9  

     
351,523.7  

     
414,333.4  

Loans and Deposit to Interbank & 
SBV 

        14,730.9          13,271.3          17,256.3          18,321.5          21,044.0          24,171.0          28,246.5          33,142.9  

Investment securities         37,178.5          41,732.3          52,689.3          62,840.0          72,080.6          82,707.2          96,557.2       112,761.7  

Total Interest-Earning Assets (IEA):      
185,941.2  

     
218,404.8  

     268,459.0       
309,174.0  

     
355,015.8  

     
407,678.1  

     
476,327.4  

     
560,238.0  

Average Interest-Earning Assets 
(IEA): 

     
174,414.4  

     
202,173.0  

     243,431.9       
288,816.5  

     
332,094.9  

     
381,347.0  

     
442,002.7  

     
518,282.7           

Risk-Weighted Assets (RWA):      
139,376.3  

     
164,054.2  

     199,460.2       
216,421.8  

     
248,511.1  

     
285,374.7  

     
333,429.2  

     
392,166.6  

RWA % IEA: 75.0%  75.1%  74.3%  70.0%  70.0%  70.0%  70.0%  70.0%  
         

Interest Income Earned On: 
        

Total Gross Loans:         
10,832.1  

        
13,590.9  

        
16,564.3  

        
20,302.6  

        
23,882.8  

        
26,587.2  

        
29,843.8  

        
35,038.0  

Loans and Deposit to Interbank & 
SBV 

              
169.9  

              
140.0  

              
183.2  

              
249.0  

              
314.9  

              
293.9  

              
262.1  

              
306.9  

Investment securities           2,636.3            2,411.4            
3,292.6  

          3,952.8            4,751.2            5,218.6            5,774.9            6,743.1  

Other Interest Income:               
443.6  

              
305.9  

              
279.6  

              
292.8  

              
292.8  

              
292.8  

              
292.8  

              
292.8  

Interest Earned On Total IEA:         
14,081.8  

        
16,448.2  

        
20,319.6  

        
24,797.2  

        
29,241.7  

        
32,392.4  

        
36,173.6  

        
42,380.8   

2.77% 16.81% 23.54% 22.04% 17.92% 10.77% 11.67% 17.16% 

Average Yield Earned On: 
        

Total Gross Loans: 8.7%  9.1%  9.2%  9.5%  9.8%  9.5%  9.2%  9.2%  

Loans and Deposit to Interbank & 
SBV 

1.5%  1.0%  1.2%  1.4%  1.6%  1.3%  1.0%  1.0%  

Investment securities 7.0%  6.1%  7.0%  6.8%  7.0%  6.7%  6.4%  6.4%  

Total Interest-Earning Assets (IEA): 8.1%  8.1%  8.3%  8.6%  8.8%  8.5%  8.2%  8.2%  



 

INTEREST BEARING LIABILITY 

Deposits from customers      
174,919.0  

     
207,051.3  

     
241,392.9  

     
280,015.8  

     
322,018.2  

     
370,320.9  

     
433,275.4  

     
506,932.3  

Deposits and borrowings from other credit 
institutions 

          
2,433.3  

          
2,235.1  

        
15,453.7  

          
9,203.5  

          
9,728.5  

        
10,200.9  

        
10,815.3  

        
15,802.9  

Valuable papers issued           
3,075.0  

          
6,615.0  

          
6,761.0  

          
8,661.0  

          
8,661.0  

          
8,661.0  

          
8,661.0  

          
8,661.0  

Total Interest-Bearing Liabilities (IBL):      
180,427.3  

     
215,901.4  

     
263,607.7  

     
297,880.4  

     
340,407.7  

     
389,182.8  

     
452,751.8  

     
531,396.1  

Avg. Interest-Bearing Liabilities (IBL):      
172,132.1  

     
198,164.4  

     
239,754.5  

     
280,744.0  

     
319,144.0  

     
364,795.2  

     
420,967.3  

     
492,074.0   

9.90% 15.12% 20.99% 17.10% 13.68% 14.30% 15.40% 16.89% 

Interest Expense Paid On: 
        

Deposits from customers         
(7,486.0) 

        
(8,893.9) 

     
(10,958.2) 

     
(13,533.4) 

     
(15,949.4) 

     
(17,298.2) 

     
(18,890.7) 

     
(21,855.2) 

Deposits and borrowings from other credit 
institutions 

              
(77.2) 

              
(30.3) 

           
(132.7) 

           
(209.6) 

           
(179.9) 

           
(159.4) 

           
(136.6) 

           
(173.0) 

Valuable papers issued            
(380.1) 

           
(535.9) 

           
(699.7) 

           
(829.8) 

           
(932.1) 

           
(932.1) 

           
(932.1) 

           
(932.1) 

Other:            
(254.9) 

              
(96.2) 

              
(71.3) 

              
(83.8) 

              
(83.8) 

              
(83.8) 

              
(83.8) 

              
(83.8) 

Interest Paid On Total IBL         
(8,198.3) 

        
(9,556.4) 

     
(11,861.9) 

     
(14,656.5) 

     
(17,145.1) 

     
(18,473.5) 

     
(20,043.2) 

     
(23,044.1)  

-8.27% 16.57% 24.13% 23.56% 16.98% 7.75% 8.50% 14.97% 

Average Deposits - CASA vs. Term Rates:            
127.99  

           
155.80  

           
185.16  

           
221.80  

           
271.15  

           
329.13  

           
402.12  

           
493.98  

CASA:         
25,597.2  

        
31,159.5  

        
37,032.1  

        
44,360.9  

        
54,230.6  

        
65,826.9  

        
80,423.1  

        
98,796.1  

Other Deposits:      
139,169.1  

     
159,825.6  

     187,190.0       
216,343.4  

     
246,786.4  

     
280,342.6  

     
321,375.1  

     
371,307.8  

Total:      
164,766.3  

     
190,985.1  

     
224,222.1  

     
260,704.4  

     
301,017.0  

     
346,169.5  

     
401,798.2  

     
470,103.9  

% CASA: 15.5%  16.3%  16.5%  17.0%  18.0%  19.0%  20.0%  21.0%  
         

Average Interest Rate Paid On: 
        

CASA: 0.5%  0.5%  0.5%  0.5%  0.5%  0.5%  0.5%  0.5%  

Other Deposits: 5.5%  5.7%  6.0%  6.2%  6.4%  6.1%  5.8%  5.8%  

Deposits and borrowings from other credit 
institutions 

1.8%  1.3%  1.5%  1.7%  1.9%  1.6%  1.3%  1.3%  

Valuable papers issued 12.4%  11.1%  10.5%  10.8%  10.8%  10.8%  10.8%  10.8%  

Total Interest-Bearing Liabilities (IBL): 4.8%  4.8%  4.9%  5.2%  5.37% 5.1%  4.8%  4.7%  

 

BALANCE SHEET DRIVERS 

Cash                     

Cash on hand, gold and 
gemstones 

2,043 2,496 2,806 3,541 4,852 5,359 6,163 7,087 8,292 9,701 

Cash as % of deposit (interbank 
+ Customer) 

1.42% 1.58% 1.59% 1.70% 1.91% 1.91% 1.91% 1.91% 1.91% 1.91% 
           

Balances with the State Bank of 
Vietnam 

                    

Balances with SBV 3065 3358 4609 5119 8315 9644.9058
4 

11091.641
72 

12755.387
97 

14923.803
93 

17460.850
6 

% of deposit (Customer) 2.22% 2.17% 2.63% 2.47% 3.44% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 
           

Investment securities                     

Investment securities 33,483 39,677 38,679 42,801 52,718 0 0 0 0 0 

Investment securities as % of 
deposit (customer) 

24% 26% 22% 21% 22% 22% 22% 22% 22% 22% 

Growth 38% 18% -3% 11% 23% 0 0 0 0 0 



           

Deposits from customers                     

Pure LDR 77.61% 75.24% 76.63% 78.92% 82.24% 80.56% 80.36% 80.15% 79.95% 80.43% 

Deposits from customers      
138,110.8  

     
154,613.6  

     
174,919.0  

     
207,051.3  

     
241,392.9  

      
280,015.80  

      
322,018.17  

      
370,320.90  

      
433,275.45  

      
506,932.28  

Growth rate 10.28% 11.95% 13.13% 18.37% 16.59% 16.00% 15.00% 15.00% 17.00% 17.00% 

Regulated LDR 72.40% 71.38% 74.70% 77.22% 76.57% 78.00% 78.00% 78.00% 78.00% 78.00% 
           

Issuance plan                     

Share dividends                      
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

             
2,612.0  

           
1,527.44  

           
1,718.37  

           
1,933.17  

           
2,174.81  

   Ratio                      
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                         
-   

12.50% 12.50% 12.50% 12.50% 

Cash dividends                      
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                         
-   

              
916.46  

           
1,031.02  

                        
-    

                        
-    

   Ratio                      
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                         
-   

7.50% 7.50% 0.00% 0.00% 

Payout Ratio                      
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                         
-   

16.54% 16.62% 
  

Tier-2 Bonds                      
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

             
5,000.0  

                         
-   

                         
-   

                         
-   

                         
-   

Old Bonds Maturing                      
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

                     
-   

             
3,100.0  

                         
-   

                         
-   

                         
-   

                         
-   

 

CAPITAL ADEQUACY 

 
FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 

Net Income to Common:             1,325.2            2,118.1            5,060.8            5,541.9            6,202.2            7,586.5            9,124.7  

Return on Average Common Equity: 9.9%  14.1%  27.3%  23.7%  21.9%  21.9%  21.2%  

Ending Common Shareholders' Equity: 14,062.7  16,030.8  21,091.7  25,717.1  30,888.3  38,474.8  47,599.5  

(-) Goodwill & Other Intangibles: (511.8) (532.8) (634.7) (756.0) (900.3) (1,072.1) (1,276.4) 

Common Equity Tier 1 (CET 1): 13,550.9  15,498.1  20,457.0  24,961.1  29,987.9  37,402.7  46,323.1  
        

80% General provision 1109.2672 1272.2632 1272.2632 1272.2632 1272.2632 1272.2632 1272.2632 

Bonds 6,054 6,054 8,661 8,661 8,661 8,661 8,661 

Equity Tier 2: 7,163.3  7,326.3  9,933.3  9,933.3  9,933.3  9,933.3  9,933.3  

Equity Tier 1 + 2 20,714.1  22,824.3  30,390.3  34,894.4  39,921.2  47,336.0  56,256.3  
        

CAR (Before Circular 41): 12.6%  11.4%  14.0%  14.0%  14.0%  14.2%  14.3%  

Tier 1 (Before Circular 41) 8.3%  7.8%  9.5%  10.0%  10.5%  11.2%  11.8%  
        

Risk-Weighted Assets (RWA): 164,054.2  199,460.2  216,421.8  248,511.1  285,374.7  333,429.2  392,166.6  

APPENDIX 4: VALUATION ASSUMPTION RATIONALE 

We make use of both explicit and implicit assumptions in our rationale. Explicit assumptions come from disclosed financial information. For undisclosed information, we do not 
try to make detailed assumptions or project heavily from historical data, because banking is a cyclical sector. Instead, to compensate for lack of information, we employ implicit 
assumptions by relative comparison. We compare Company data with industry data, both domestic and regional, as well as macro projections by credit-worthy research agencies.  

INTEREST INCOME 

Total Loan Book 

We break ACB’s Total loan book into notable sectors:  

• Mortgage (large loan book share & high yield, high growth); 
• Household business (Large share); 

• Other Retail Loans (Large Share); 
• Trade Finance (Large share); 



• Manufacturing (Large Share); 
• Real Estate & Construction (Small share, High risk weight).  

• Other sector

Loan Book Growth 

First basis: Growth rate for each sector is a combined result of ACB’s lending orientation and annual credit cap. High risk-weight sectors (Real Estate & Construction) are forecast 
to grow more slowly than total loan book. While other less risky, focused sectors by ACB (Mortgage & Secured Household Loans) deliver faster growth than total loan book. Other 
sectors grow in line with loan book.  

Second basis: Growth rate is also based on (1) economic sectors’ projections from credit-worthy research agencies from: UBS, Credit Suisse, Euromonitor, Deutsch Bank, Sullivan 
& Frost and BMI; (2) other sector performance/demand measures such as: Nikkei’s Manufacturing PMI, Floor Area per Capita, Retail Loan Penetration, Mortgage Penetration… 

- Mortgage: Fastest growth, at 1-2ppts above ACB’s credit growth cap. 
o Vietnam’s mortgage growth projection (18.6% CAGR by Sullivan & Frost). 
o Vietnam’s Mortgage Penetration compared to region. 
o Floor Area per Capita projection. 

- Individual and other retail loans: 0 – 1ppts above credit growth cap. 
o Vietnam’s retail loan growth projection (18% CAGR 2018-2022 by UBS). 
o Vietnam’s Household credit-to-GDP adjusted by GDP per Capita, compared to region. 
o Demographics: Young population, affluent population, working population, urbanization, consumer spending, Internet access… 
o ACB’s retail loan book share, historical growth rate. 
o ACB’s household market share at 5% -2017. 

- Trade and manufacturing: In line with annual credit cap. 
o Nikkei’s Manufacturing PMI for Vietnam  

- Real Estate & Construction: 1-2ppts below total loan book growth. 

Loan Book Yield 

Blended yield for total loan book is based on: 

- Sectors’ contributions of total loan book: higher mortgage and retail shares raise the spread to floor interest rates, therefore higher blended yield. 
- Floor interest rates in Vietnam: higher floor rates in 2018-2019 raise blended yield, and calmed floor rates projected during 2021-2022 lower blended yield. 

Investment Securities 

We project Investment securities to be a percentage of customer deposits, based on ACB’s historical percentages. 

Balance At State Bank Of Vietnam is maintained at a percentage of Customer Deposits, similar to historical percentage. 

DEPOSITS AND LOANS TO INTERBANK is projected to maintain Total Balance Sheet Deposits – Total Balance Sheet Loans ratio. 

INTEREST EXPENSE 

Customer Deposits 

Temporary deposit growth is projected to be in line – faster than loan growth, due to the limited 15% credit growth cap for 2018-2020. Then deposit grow in line/ slower than credit growth 
in 2021-2022 when credit has loosened. This is based on the following arguments:  

- Deposit attraction is easier in a high interest rate environment, therefor early deposit growth to make up for the future is a strategic move. 
- Deposit growth should not be too much higher than loan growth, preventing NIM from contracting too much. 
- ACB’s target of 18% credit growth in line with 18% loan growth, before the SBV’s August news of no-expanded-credit-cap. 
- Historical deposit growth compared to loan growth (lower – equal to loan growth) 
- Pure LDR maintained around 80% - 82% (lower than industry average) 

Average CASA/Average total deposit is projected to inch up 0.5ppts to 17% in 2018, accelerating to 1ppts pa starting from 2019 thanks to 2019 -2020 IT Capex. Average rate paid on CASA is 
kept constant at 0.5% 

Average Rates paid on Term deposit is affected by floor rates: Higher during 2018-2019 heat, lower during 2020-2022 as floor rates gradually calm down. 

Valuable Papers Issued 

VND5000bn of Tier-2 Bonds is issued during 2H2018, offset by 3100bn matured in 1H. We project additional maturing bonds in the following years to be evened out by possible mid-term 
future issuance. This is based on ACB’s plan on keeping a Basel II CAR around 12%. Rates paid is based on historical rates, as the additional bonds is projected to be long-term (CAR takes into 
account Bonds of 5 years or longer duration only)  

Loans From Interbank is projected to maintain Regulated LDR (Customer Loans / (Customer Deposits + Interbank Deposit). 

NET FEE & COMMISSION INCOME  

Growth rate is based on fee/income contribution and fee/asset ratio of ACB, of domestic banks’ average, and region’s average.  ACB, with current high fee contribution in the industry, is 
assumed to reach region’s average in five years. The growth rate accelerates from historical growth, on the assumption of IT Capex planned in 2019-2020 disclosed by ACB. 

OPERATING EXPENSE 

Operating expense is projected based on Cost-to-Income Ratio (Operating Expense/Total Operating Income).  

- We break down historical ratios into structural expenses (salaries, depreciations, duties…) and “allowance made on other asset”. We deduct this percentage contribution of 
“allowance made on other asset” for 2018, on the argument that full allowance has been made by 2017. 

- We take into consideration 

PROVISION EXPENSE, NPLS, AND COLLECTION OF BAD DEBTS WRITTEN OFF 

Provision reserve (Allowance for Credit Losses on Balance Sheet) is projected at a percentage of NPL. This percentage is 132%, maintained from historical, considering ACB’s prudence, and 
risks from stricter provision legal framework from SBV to match up with region’s standards. This is the target for each year’s Provision reserve. 

NPL ratio is projected to inch up at a slow speed of 0.1ppt pa during 2018-2022, based on ACB’s strategy to expand to relatively higher-yield segments, considering that the current 0.7% is 
very far from regulatory limit of 3%, and from sector average of 1.8%. 

Provision expense of each year is projected to reach target Provision reserve of that year, after adjusting for Provision utilized by write-offs of bad debts. 

 Provision expense = Target Reserve – Year-beginning reserve – Write-offs for the year. 

Collection of bad debts is a sub-account of “Other Income” on Income Statement. Collection of bad debts is a significant TOI contributor in 2018-2020. This is projected to be at a percentage 
of historical write-offs (Specific Provision Utilized) 



APPENDIX 5: SCENARIO ANALYSIS 

Many key variables for bank modeling such as: interest rate floors, credit cap and new NPL formation rate are less likely to fluctuate in total independence. They correlate 
with the economy and State’s policies as a whole. At the end of an expansion phase, the State tightens credit policies, lowering credit cap, reducing money supply causing 
interest rates to rise; which creates more NPLs if credit-to-GDP gap is high. The opposite is true for an economy coming out of contraction. Therefore, we conduct an 
analysis where key variables move synchronously in different economic scenarios, rather than a “best/worst case” where every variable is at the theretical best/worst 
extremes for the company.   

In our upside case, the 15% credit cap is loosened earlier (in 2020 instead of 2021), interest rate floors do not rise as high and calm itself earlier, NPLs formation is slower 
than in the base case. The upside target price is VND44600. In case an exclusive bancassurance partnership is dealt, a 1000bn upfront sum is added onto fee income 
growth. Upside target price with bancassurance is 56850. 
In the downside case, the target price is VND35850, driven by delayed loosening of credit cap, high interest rates, and increased NPL formation due to system-wide 
capital misallocation.  
SCENARIO ASSUMPTIONS 

ACB Credit Growth Cap: 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 

Base 15.0% 15.0% 15.0% 17.0% 18.0% 

Upside 15.0% 15.0% 16.0% 18.0% 19.0% 

Downside 15.0% 15.0% 15.0% 15.0% 17.0% 
 

NPL/ Gross Loans 2018F  2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 
Base 0.80% 0.90% 1.00% 1.10% 1.20% 

Upside 0.80% 0.80% 0.90% 1.00% 1.10% 

Downside 0.90% 1.00% 1.10% 1.20% 1.30% 
 

Avg. Rates fluctuations due to Floor rates fluctuations (Compared to 2017) 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F 2022F 

Base +0.2% +0.4% +0.1% -0.2% -0.2% 

Upside +0.1% +0.2% -0.1% -0.4% -0.4% 

Downside +0.4% +0.5% +0.2% -0.1% -0.1% 
 

BANCASSURANCE UPSIDE CASE: Upfront sum of VND1,000bn is added to 2019 fee income, based on average amounts from previous exclusive bancassurance deals in the 
sector, and considering ACB’s strong retail customer base. Fee income is strengthened by 25% for each year starting from 2019, considering the average bancassurance fee 
income contribution in the industry. 

APPENDIX 6: MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS 

Our Monte Carlo analysis yields a 72.1 % probability of a BUY recommendation (20% or more upside to target price), 27.7% of a HOLD downside less than 20%, upside less 
than 20%) and 0.3% of a SELL (Downside more than 20%). The credit cap, floor rate impact, and NPL ratio’s distribution are correlated (same assumption of economic 
scenarios), while Cost of Equity, Terminal Growth, and Fee income Growth has their own independent distribution.  

(Mean values are the same as the base case, each year’s credit cap, floor rate impact and NPL are correlated) 

Standard Deviation (The same for every year) 

 Credit Cap Floor Rates Impact NPL ratio Fee Income Growth Cost of Equity Terminal Growth Rate 
Standard Deviation 0.5% 0.05% 0.05% 2% 1% 0.5% 

 

BUY (Upside >=20%) 72.01% 
HOLD (Downside <20%/Upside<20%) 27.66% 

SELL (Downside>20%) 0.33% 
 

Monte Carlo Statistics 

Mean 
43.281572 

Standard Deviation 9.4425269 
Minimum 21.19298 
Maximum 104.07854 
Median 42.074568 
Trials 10000 

 



APPENDIX 7: COST OF EQUITY AND BOTTOM-UP BETA 
Using a method by Aswath Damodaran, we net, a sovereign default spread based on Moody’s sovereign rating from Vietnam government 10-year bond rate of 5.15%, coming to 
a risk-free rate of 1.0%. Market risk premium is the sum of this sovereign default spread and the US’ equity risk premium, equaling 9.52%. These translate to a market required 
rate of 10.52%.  
We do not employ the simple individual stock price regression beta method, which (1) reflects past performance rather than forward looking, and (2)is subject to high standard 
error. (1) is especially relevant, as 2018 marks a huge earnings upturn compared to the recent years of ACB. Instead, we employ a bottom-up beta, which takes into consideration 
the whole Vietnam banking sector (Appendix). Levered bottom-up beta for ACB is at 1.34, translating to a Cost of Equity of 13.75% for the Residual Income model. 
We calculate the levered betas for ten listed banks – almost all of listed banks in Vietnam. After unlevering the betas, we come to a median unlevered beta for the sector in 
Vietnam. We then re-lever the unlevered beta for ACB’s leverage, coming to a final bottom-up beta of 1.34. Cost of Equity for ACB Residual Income model is therefore 13.75% 
 

Table: Cost of equity calculation     Table: Betas (Individual Stock Return Correlation, VNINDEX 52-week, Oct 19, 2018)  

Bank Levered Beta – Return Correlation D/E Unlevered beta 

ACB 1.283 15.9 0.093 

VCB 1.469 15.7 0.108 

VPB 1.337 7.8 0.182 

HDB 1.052 12.3 0.096 

NVB 0.540 23.2 0.027 

STB 1.319 15.9 0.095 

EIB 0.734 8.8 0.091 

SHB 1.306 18.5 0.082 

CTG 1.753 15.8 0.128 

BID 1.690 24.3 0.082 

 

APPENDIX 8: MULTIPLE VALUATION  

Multiple valuation. 
In selection of the domestic peer group, we follow the steps below: 
▪ First and foremost, we immediately incorporate the top three SOE banks: Vietcombank (VCB), BIDV (BID), Vietinbank (CTG) in to our peer group. The reason is derived from 

these facts: (1) the three banks have captured a vast portion of the banking system’s assets and activities (2) These banks are usually the piloting banks for initiation of 
government regulations (3) The strength of Vietnam banking system is highly correlated with the current status of these banks. 

▪ Second, in order to avoid distortion of the peer group, we specifically exclude VPbank (VPB) – a bank which derives a large portion of its earning from its unique consumer 
finance business. We also exclude Sacombank (STB) from our peer group as Sacombank is still in its restructuring process. 

▪ Third, we use the four criteria of: same risk appetite, relatively similar product mix, only operating within Vietnam and total assets of over 100 trillion VND to come up with 
a group of three SOE banks and three Joint stock commercial banks: : VCB, BID, CTG, MBB, TCB, HDB. 

In forming a foreign peer group for ACB, we use the following criteria:  
▪ Banks that are in an economy which have an underpenetrated banking sector (especially in term of Mortgage lending, Credit card, household business lending) and a 

higher efficient stock market compare to Vietnam. (ex: India, Indonesia, The Philippines) 
▪ Operating only within their home country. 
▪ Similar business model with ACB: Engage in Retail & SME lending, not derived much of their earnings from risky and complex activities. 
▪ Relatively good assets quality. 

Domestic peer group 

Bloomberg ticker Market capitalization 
(Trillion VND) P/B ROE ROA Equity 

Multiplier 
Dividend 

Yield NPL 

ACB VN 39.29 2.11 20.8% 1.3% 17.3  0.70% 

VCB VN 212.99 3.57 20.5% 1.2% 18.14 1.47% 1.14% 

BID VN 118.29 1.77 14.9% 0.7% 25.72 2.75% 1.62% 

CTG VN 94.2 1.33 12.2% 0.7% 17.04 2.89% 1.07% 

TCB VN 101.75 2.25 24.3% 3.2% 7.66  1.61% 

MBB VN 46.77 1.6 16.3% 1.5% 11.17 2.36% 1.20% 

HDB VN 36.44 2.48 21.6% 1.5% 13.41  1.51% 

Median 94.2 2.11 20.5% 1.3% 17.04 2.56% 1.20% 
 
Foreign peer group 

Bloomberg ticker Market capitalization (Billion USD) P/B ROE ROA Equity Multiplier Dividend Yield NPL 

ACB VN 1.68 2.11 20.8% 1.3% 17.3  0.70% 

KMB IN 30.50 3.95 13.9% 2.0% 6.9 0.07% 1.96% 

BMRI IJ 20.24 2.24 13.0% 1.9% 6.8 2.49% 3.35% 

(1) Vietnam 10-year Government Bond (Oct 19 2018) 5.15% 

(2) Vietnam’s Moody Sovereign Rating Ba2 

(3) Default Spread based on Rating 4.15% 

(4) Risk-free Rate (4) = (1) - (3) 1%  

(5) US’ Market Equity Premium (Oct 19 2018) 5.37% 

(6) Equity Risk Premium (6) = (5) + (3) 9.52% 

(7) ACB’s Bottom up Beta 1.34 

(8) ACB’s Cost of Equity 13.76% 

ACB’s current D/E 15.9 

Tax rate 20% 

Average unlevered beta 0.989 

Levered beta for ACB 1.34 



BBCA IJ 39.07 4.11 19.1% 3.3% 5.9 1.16% 1.43% 

BBNI IJ 9.01 1.87 14.7% 2.1% 7.1 2.58% 2.21% 

BBRI IJ 24.98 2.67 18.5% 2.7% 6.8 2.93% 1.09% 

BPI PM 6.93 2.36 12.5% 1.2% 10.5 1.67% 1.34% 

BDO PM 9.42 2.45 10.9% 1.1% 9.9 0.73% 0.46% 

MBT PM 4.97 1.66 9.2% 0.9% 10.1 0.99% 0.99% 

HDFCB IN 72.96 4.47 18.4% 1.9% 9.9 0.69% 1.22% 

Median 20.24 2.45 13.9% 1.9% 7.1 1.16% 1.34% 
 
Price-to-book valuation 

Price-to-Book valuation 

Median P/B 2.11 

ACB's premium 15% 

Implied P/B 2.43 

Book value of equity (million VND) 18,318,852 

Share outstanding (million) 1,247 

BVPS 14,688 

Intrinsic value per share (VND) 35,641 
 

APPENDIX 9: REGRESSION OF P/B ON ROE  

 
 

P/B Coefficient Standard 
Error /t/ P>t 95% Confident Interval 

ROE 10.08597 2.46644 4.09 0.000 (4.995492 ; 15.17646) 

Constant 0.5518362 0.2587786 2.13 0.043 (0.0177433 ; 1.085929) 

Number of observations = 26 

Prob > F = 0.0004 

R-squared = 0.4106 
Run on 9 banks (ACB, VCB, HDB, VPB, STB, NVB, EIB, SHB, CTG) over 3 years: 2015-2017. R-squared 41%, the model and the coefficient for ROE cannot be rejected with a 1% 
significance. ROE coefficient at 10.08. 

APPENDIX 10: ACB’s SUBSIDIARIES  
 

Company name Function Capital (billion VND) Share own 
ACB Securities Company (ACBS)v Securities 1,500 100% 

ACB Asset Management Company (ACBA) Troubled asset management 340 100% 
ACB Leasing Company (ACBL) Asset leasing 300 100% 
ACB Capital Company (ACBC) Fund management 50 100% 

 

 

y = 10.086x + 0.5518
R² = 0.4106
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APPENDIX 11: BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
 

Position Name Information 

Chairman Tran Hung Huy 
▪ DBA, Golden Gate University, USA 
▪ 16 years’ experience in finance and banking 
▪ Working for ACB since 2002, served on ACB Board of Directors since 2005 

Vice Chairman Nguyen Thanh Long 

▪ BA in Commerce, Van Hanh University, Saigon 
▪ 43 years’ experience in trade, finance, banking 
▪ Served on ACB Board of Directors since 2012 
▪ Served as Chairman of Bao Long Insurance (Upcom: BLI) (Major SHD: SCB, EIB) since 2012 
▪ Previously worked as a high level executive at SJC (CEO), Eximbank (Chairman) 

Member Dominic Timothy Charles Scriven 

▪ BA in Law and Social Studies, Exeter University, England 
▪ 33 years’ experience in finance and banking 
▪ Served on ACB Board of Directors from 2008 to 2011 and from April 2015 
▪ Executive chairman of Dragon Capital Group, Member of BOD in CII 

Member Dam Van Tuan 
▪ MBA in Finance and Banking, University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland 
▪ 24 years’ experience in finance and banking 
▪ Working for ACB since 1994, and served on ACB Board of Directors since 2012 

Member Dang Thu Thuy 

▪ BA in Economics, University of Economics, HCMC 
▪ 25 years’ experience in finance and banking 
▪ Working for ACB since 1993, and served on ACB Board of Directors since 2011 
▪ Chairman’s mother 

Member Dinh Thi Hoa 

▪ MBA, Harvard Business School, USA 
▪ 30 years’ experience in Finance, Banking, Commerce and Services 
▪ Served on ACB Supervisory Board from 1998 to 2008 and ACB Board of Directors from 2013 
▪ Chairman of Galaxy Studio, Vice-chairman of Thien Viet Securities 

Member 
(Independent) Vo Van Hiep 

▪ MBA, Harvard Business School, USA 
▪ 21 years’ experience in Finance, Banking, Commerce and Services 
▪ CEO of Vietnam Investment Partner, Member of BOD at Vietnam Chitin 
▪ Previously worked at Deutsche Bank, Citigroup, 

Member 
(Independent) Huang Yuan Chiang 

▪ BA in Law & Economics, Monash University 
▪ 31 years’ experience in finance, banking 
▪ Previously held senior management positions with various international banks including Standard 

Chartered Bank, HSBC, Bankers Trust and Deutsche Bank 
 

APPENDIX 12 : BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 

Position Name Information 

CEO Do Minh Toan 
(appointed as CEO in 2012) 

▪ MBA, Colombia Southern University, USA 
▪ 24 years’ experience in Finance and Banking 

Executive Vice President Bui Tan Tai 
(appointed in 2007) 

▪ MBA, Southern California University, USA 
▪ 23 years’ experience in finance and banking 

Executive Vice President Dam Van Tuan 
(appointed in 2001) 

▪ MBA, University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland 
▪ 24 years’ experience in finance and banking 

Executive Vice President Nguyen Duc Thai Han 
(appointed in 2008) 

▪ BA in Physics, University of HCMC 
▪ 24 years’ experience in finance and banking 

Executive Vice President Nguyen Thi Hai 
(appointed in 2011) 

▪ BA in Banking, University of Economics, HCMC 
▪ 25 years’ experience in finance and banking 

Executive Vice President Nguyen Ngoc Nhu Uyen 
(appointed in 2018) 

▪ MBA, Melbourne University, Australia 
▪ 15 years’ experience in finance and banking 
▪ Joined ACB in 2015 

Executive Vice President Nguyen Thi Tuyet Van 
(appointed in 2015) 

▪ BA in Economics and Laws, HCMC Banking, Law University 
▪ 28 years’ experience in finance and banking 
▪ Joined ACB in 2008 

Executive Vice President Tu Tien Phat 
(appointed in 2015) 

▪ MBA, University of Economics, HCMC 
▪ 22 years’ experience in finance and banking 

Executive Vice President, 
CFO, Chief Accountant 

Nguyen Van Hoa (appointed as Chief 
Accountant in 2002, as CFO in 2015, as 

Executive Vice President in 2017) 

▪ BA in Economics, Banking University, HCMC 
▪ 23 years’ experience in finance and banking 

 
 
 
 



APPENDIX 13: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
Composition and Structure of Level 1- OECD 
Level 1 comprises descriptors or items that are, in essence, indicative of (i) the laws, rules, regulation; and (ii) basic expectations of the OECD principles. For each principle, we 
assess as follows:   
- Observed (O) means that all essential criteria are met without significant deficiencies. (Equivalent to 2 marks)    
- Largely observed (LO) means only minor shortcomings are observed, which do not raise questions about the authorities’ ability and intent to achieve full observance in the 
short term. (Equivalent to 1.5 marks)    
- Partially observed (PO) means that while the legal and regulatory framework complies with the Principle, practices and enforcement diverge.  (Equivalent to 1 marks)  
- Materially not observed (MO) means that, despite progress, shortcomings are sufficient to raise doubts about the authorities’ ability to achieve observance. (Equivalent to 0.5 
marks)    
- Not observed (NO) means no substantive progress toward observance has been achieved. (Equivalent to 0 marks)  
 

Criteria Weight (%) 

The rights of shareholders 15 

Equitable treatment of shareholders 20 

Role of stakeholders in corporate governance 5 

Disclosure and transparency 30 

The responsibilities of the board 30 
 

 O LO PO MO NO Comment for VN 
PLCs in 2008 (X) Comment for ACB 

2 1.5 1 0.5 0 
The Rights of Shareholders and Key Ownership Functions 

(Score: 6.5/14 => 6.96%/Total CG Score) 

IA Basic shareholder rights   X, Y   Basic rights in place ▪ Basic rights in place 

IB Rights to participate in 
fundamental decisions 

 Y X   
Fundamental decisions 

made with 65% 
majority 

▪ Fundamental decisions of the company made with 65% majority  
Shareholder or group of shareholders with at least 10% company shares in 
6 month holding period can nominate people to the board of directors and 
supervisory board, conduct urgent GM, demand the supervisory board to 
check each specific issue related to management 

IC Shareholders AGM rights   X, Y   Advance notice period 
of 7 days ▪ Advance notice period of 10 Proxy voting is eligible 

ID Disproportionate control 
disclosure 

  X, Y   Ownership disclosure 
required ▪ Ownership disclosure required in compliance with the law 

IE Control arrangements 
allowed to function 

   X, Y  Mandatory tender 
offer rule at 25% ▪ No requirement stated 

IF Exercise of ownership rights 
facilitated 

   X, Y  No requirements in 
place ▪ No requirements in place 

IG Shareholders allowed to 
consult each other 

  X, Y   No legal obstacles to 
consultation ▪ Stated in the rights of shareholders, no legal obstacles to consultation 

The Equitable Treatment of Shareholders 
(Score: 4/6 => 11.67%/Total CG Score) 

IIA All shareholders should be 
treated equally 

  Y X  
Limited protection of 

minority shareholders, 
limited redress 

▪ Specific clause is stated in ACB’s CG to ensure adequate treatment to 
minority shareholders (Clause 5 and 6) 

IIB Prohibit insider trading   Y X  Weak insider trading 
rules, no enforcement ▪ Follow the 121 Circular State a specific provision (Article 26 ACB' CG) 

IIC Board/managers disclose 
interests 

 Y  X  Prevalent related-party 
transactions 

▪ Article 42 ACB's Charter Board of Director, supervisory board, managers 
have to disclose interest outside ACB  

▪ BOD’s member, managers, supervisory board need to get permission from 
BOD to hold their interest 

 

The Role of Stakeholders in Corporate Governance 
(Score: 7/12 => 2.71%/Total CG Score) 

IIIA Legal rights of stakeholders 
respected 

  X, Y   
Limited awareness of 

corporate social 
responsibility 

▪ ACB’s CSR policy is reviewed every year in the annual report 
ACB allocated over 5 billion VND every year to conduct programs 
supporting education and social welfare 

IIIB Stakeholder redress   X, Y   Access by stakeholders 
to legal process 

▪ Clause 2 Article 25 ACB's Charter 
▪ Update 121 Circular 



IIIC Performance-enhancing 
mechanisms 

 Y X   Practice becoming 
more common 

▪ ACB’s annual report 2017 
▪ Benefits include mid-shift meal expenses, a comprehensive health care 

program (ACB Care), affordable rate loan programs, etc. 
▪ Bonuses are given on key days 
▪ ACB regularly updates its compensation policy to keep and develop the 

target talent pool and managers with high potential by providing incentives 
such as transportation allowances, periodic health checks at high-end 
clinics, personal and family health care, overseas holidays for excellent 
leaders, etc. 

▪ Training and welfare regime is rigorous compared to the industry average. 

IIID Stakeholder disclosure   Y X  
Limited access by 
stakeholders, low 

compliance 
▪ Adequate compliance with SBV and government regulation 

IIIE Whistleblower protection   Y X  Limited whistleblower 
protection ▪ Supervisory board and Legal department 

IIIF Creditor rights law and 
enforcement 

  Y X  
Weak legal rights, 

creditors rarely use their 
rights 

▪ Specific provision is stated in Circular 36 
▪ SBV guarantees the full compliance of ACB during insolvent situation 

 

Disclosure and Transparency 
(Score: 9/12 => 17.5%/Total CG Score) 

IVA Disclosure standards  Y  X  
Weak disclosure 

requirements and 
enforcement 

▪ Article 75, 76 ACB's Charter 
▪ External relation department provide accurate and timely information to 

investor on the company website, press release and public media 
▪ Strict compliance with the disclosure requirement SSC, Hanoi stock 

exchange and SBV is ensured by executives and board 
▪ Update circular 121, circular 36 

IVB Standards of accounting and 
audit 

 Y X   
Improving and 

accounting standards 
and compliance 

▪ Full complied with the current accounting standards and accounting regime 
for Vietnamese enterprises (Circular 200) 

▪ Article 77 ACB's Charter states the regulation to choose external auditors 
and their responsibilities 

▪ Accounting standard is conforming to VAS and aiming to IFRS. 
▪ The full and timely disclosure of ACB’s quarterly, semiannual and annual 

financial report 

IVC Independent audit annually   X, Y   VSA compatible to ISA 

▪ VSA compatible ISA  
▪ An independent auditor is selected every year to perform auditing on 
▪ ACB’s financial statement. PWC Vietnam limited is chosen in 2017 to audit 

ACB’s financial statement 

IVD External auditors should be 
accountable 

  Y X  Limited accountability, 
no lawsuits 

▪ PWC Vietnam Limited was appointed as an external auditor for the financial 
statement, which is one of the big four independent auditors with high 
accountability 

IVE Fair and timely dissemination   X, Y   Few information 
channels available 

▪ Besides the direct communication and dialogue channel, VJC issued full 
disclosure and update on its website: www.acb.com.vn 
Mass media also provide adequate and timely disclosure, update on ACB 

IVF Research conflicts of interests   Y X  No specific provisions ▪ Article 42 ACB’s charter: Full disclosure of the potential conflict of interest by 
Board, Supervisory board and Managers. 

The Responsibilities of the Board 
(Score: 9.5/12 => 23.75%/Total CG Score) 

VA Act with due diligence, care Y  X   Fiduciary duties 
provided in law 

▪ Article 41, 42, 43 ACB’s charter 
▪ Perform its duties honestly and act for the bank’s highest interest in 

compliance with the law, regulation and charter: 
o Holding AGM on a consistent basis 
o Supervising the bank overall plan, strategy and daily operation 
o Ensure the complete disclosure, update on ACB in a timely manner as 

required by law, regulation 

VB Treat all shareholders fairly   Y X  Weak compliance 
▪ Clause 2 article 46 ACB’s charter 
▪ Fully comply with law, regulation and the bank’s charter 
▪ The Board address clearly, truthfully the shareholders questions in the AGM. 

VC Apply high ethical standards  Y  X  Code of ethics not 
common 

▪ Review code of ethics every year based on the regulation and corporate 
governance 

VD Fulfill certain key functions Y   X  Directors' training in 
early stage 

▪ Board members fulfill completely their function as stated in article 45 ACB’s 
charter 

VE Exercise objective judgment  Y  X  
Directors' 

independence a new 
concept 

▪ Updating the company charter to include the requirement by the latest 
amendment in circular 36 

▪ Board member independence: All members are non-executive, two out of 
eight are independent board members 



 
Level 1 ACB Score: 62.59%, classified as “Good” 

Average Score Evaluation 

Below 50% Needs improvement 

Between 50% and 64% Fair 

Between 60% and 74% Good 

75% and above Excellent 

Composition and Structure of Level 2 
Level 2 consists of (i) bonus items reflecting other emerging good practices, and (ii) minus items reflecting actions and events that are indicative of poor governance, designed 
to downgrade companies with poor corporate governance practices that are not reflected in their scores for level 1. 
 

Level 2 Maximum Score ACB Score 

Bonus 28 9 

Minus -50 -7 

Some good practice in which bonus scores are awarded include (1) having two female members on the board of directors, (2) All members of the board have expertise in the 
banking industry. ACB also get minus point due to (1) having many members previously served as executives within the bank, (2) certain members have multiple mandates 
outside ACB. 
Level 2 ACB Score: 2.0 Bonus 
TOTAL Score: 64.59% 

Achievement Issue for improvement 

Internal governance structures of a listed company 

▪ Follow the Law of Enterprises and Circular 121, Circular 36 
▪ Tested governance structure through time (25 years) 

▪ Increasing the independence of the board is needed 
▪ Improving of regulatory compliance is needed 
▪ Lack board member appointment criteria and a clear diversity policy. 

Shareholders' and Stakeholders' Rights 

▪ Have a ER department, fully updating material information on various media 
▪ Disclose employee’s training, stakeholders' rights and CSR 
▪ Foreign shareholders’ participation in fundamental decision is encouraged 
▪ Actively engage in satisfying stakeholders’ interest: Staff, Shareholder, Society, Environment. 

Detail policy is mentioned in ACB’s annual report 
▪ Received many international award for its employee’s development program and CSR policy 

▪ Article in Charter for the whistle-blower policy. 
▪ Article for protecting minority shareholders' interests 
▪ Article for other stakeholders’ interests 
▪ Detail rights is not included in Charter 
▪ Whistle-blower mechanism needs improving. 

Conflict of interest and related party transaction 

▪ Both directors and managers have to get approval from the board to hold their interest 
▪ Ensure that all the related party transactions are recorded and disclosed 

▪ Lacking detail policy regarding conflict of interest 
▪ Need to strictly execute its conflict of interest policy to prevent principal-

agent problem 

Information disclosure and transparency 

▪ Information Disclosure and transparency policy is mentioned in charter 
▪ ER Department in the headquater, ensuring disclose material information on time 
▪ Availability of GMS minute, confirm the detailed attendance of board members and key 

executives. 
▪ Up-to-date information about the operations, financial statements is available on website, allow 

the public to download 
▪ Independent auditor selection is disclosed 
▪ Profile and qualifications of supervisory committee members, BOD, BOM are disclosed. 
▪ Update information in English, from the Financial Statement, Company news to stimulate 

interpretation in AGM 

▪ Limited information on audit and non-audit fees 
▪ Better timely information on the IR page 
▪ Limited disclosure of quarterly reports, prospectus in English for foreign 

shareholders 
 
 
  

Company Management Regulations 

▪ Boards approve vision and mission, then adjust in accordance with the Charter 
▪ Board and Supervisory Committee function is clearly assigned and stated in Charter 
▪ Board responsibilities and board decisions are clearly defined. 
▪ Board members’ meeting attendances recorded 100% in AGM 

▪ Remuneration matters for board members and key executives need more 
detailed disclosure. 

▪ Directors need to review material control and risk management systems 
▪ Disclosure of code of conduct or code of ethics needs to be clearly 

disclosed 

 

 

 

 

 

VF Provide access to information  Y X   Legal access available 
to board members 

▪ Article 63 ACB’s charter 
▪ Legal access in compliance with law 



APPENDIX 14: VIETNAMESE FAVORABLE DEMOGRAPHIC 

Figure: Vietnam mass and affluent population 2012-2020  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: BCG analysis         Note: The MAC cut off is monthly income per capita of USD190 

Figure: Top 5 consumer trends. 

 

Source: Euromonitor 

APPENDIX 15: LUCRATIVE RETAIL LENDING 
 

Figure: Household credit to GDP in 2017      Figure: Household credit-to-GDP on income-adjusted basis in 20  

 
Source: UBS
 Source: UBS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For an emerging market, Vietnam clearly has debt levels with credit-to-GDP ratio of 130%, far higher than other emerging Asian market. This is likely an outcome of 
government credit-led growth model and underdeveloped capital market. However, household credit penetration remains low both in terms of proportion to GDP and 
on income-adjusted basis (figure). Household lending under-penetration suggests abundant room to grow robustly in the future. 

 

Consumer trends underpin consumer lending from 1990-2017, Vietnam 
consumer spending is recorded on average VND96,0546 bn, coupled with a 
continuous upward trend. Going forward, in tandem with rising disposable 
income, the need for consumer products, ranging from staple goods to 
financial services, should also increase as more people are willing to borrow to 
improve their standard of living. During 2012-20107 period, the number of 
urban residents increased by 26.5%, tripling that of rural households. Looking 
ahead, that trend is expected to sustain. With growing number of new urban 
residents, the usage and desire for city-related facilities and amenities should 
also increase, supporting the sustained growth of consumer credit to serve 
those needs. According to BCG, Vietnam will have 33 million middle class and 
affluent consumers by 2020. Expanding middle class with sufficient financial 
capabilities is expected to drive up the demand for mortgages and a wide range 
of household-related goods and services, triggering more expansion 
opportunities for consumer credit. By 2035, the median age of the total 
population in Vietnam will only be 39 years with the lowest dependency ratios. 
Such young population will open up more opportunities for various consumer 
and financial products, boosting consumer lending growth in the country 

Rising 
consumer 
spending

Young 
consumer 

driving growth

Growing 
internet access

Expanding 
middle class

Urbanisation



The forecasted growth in mortgages is creditable due to below reasons:  
(1) Rising disposable income have allowed more consumers to become 
home owners and this trend is expected to continue in the coming years. 
Euromonitor projected the number of home owners to increase by 21% 
between 2017-2030. According to a survey by HSBC in 2017, 38% of young 
adult own their own house, and among those who are not home owners, 
81% said they plan to buy their house within the next five years, driving the 
increased demand for mortgages. 
(2) Ministry of Construction sets the target of increasing floor area per 
capita – an indicator of adequacy of living space in dwellings, each year in 
order to meet the housing demand of people. In Ho Chi Minh city, in 
particular, the target total floor area between 2016-2020 is 40mn square 
meter floor area and 2021-2025 is 45mn square meter floor area. As a 
result, new house projects mushroomed in key cities like Hanoi and Ho Chi 
Minh City over the period 2017-2018. Almost all housing projects 
collaborate with banks to give customers mortgages as they purchase the 
property. This practice benefits the housing developers, as they can sell 
more units, and banks, as they can release more loans.  

 
 

APPENDIX 16: MORTGAGES PRESENT ATTRACTIVE GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES, BANKING ON VIETNAM’S RISING HOME OWNERSHIP  
 

  
APPENDIX 17: TRANSACTION BANKING AND BANCASSURANCE INTENSIFY FEE INCOME’S CONTRIBUTION 

Figure: Regional fee income to total revenue 

 
Source: UBS  

Figure: Life insurance premiums to GDP 
 

 
 

 
Source: UBS 
Figure: Bancasurance’s market share in Asia Pacific (2015) 
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Fee income is a buoyant sector to unlock in emerging economies including 
Vietnam, where young and affluent population is leading in consumption 
trend. By analyzing banking ratios of similar economies in Asia, we assume 
that Vietnamese banking will lower the gap of fee/ total revenue with region. 
Main pillars should be transaction banking and bancasurance justified by 
following reasons. 
Under-penetrated fee income sector 
Vietnam will continue to embrace golden population and urbanization trend 
in near term. Euromonitor projected, in 2017, 50% of Vietnamese are under 
30 years-old meanwhile the average gross income will increase by 25%, to 
around VND62 million in thirty years. The growth of young, tech-savvy 
population and well-earned bolsters up spending demand, especially online 
purchases to furnish higher living standard and personal desire, such as 
travelling and shopping, which stimulate a proliferation of digital transaction 
(online flight/hotel booking or online payment)  
Efficient bancansuarance, backed by increasing awareness of risks.  
According to Swiss Reinsurance, Vietnam has the lowest life insurance 
premium to GDP, only at 1% in 2016, compared to regional countries. 
However, the result should change positively in future, aided by Vietnamese 
increasing awareness of risk, especially from well-educated and affluent 
class. Bancas has improved to be efficient channel, from 1% from 2013 to 
10% penetration rate in 2017, due to the fact that insurers can gain access 
to target customers through banks’ extensive network, while banks incur no 
capital investment.  

Figure: Partnership between Vietnamese banks and insurance 
companies 

Insurance firm Bank Type of deal Signed Duration 

AIA VPB Exclusive deal 2017 15 years 

Manulife TCB Exclusive deal 2017 15 years 

Dai-ichi Life STB Exclusive deal 2017 20 years 

Dai-ichi Life HDB Exclusive deal 2015 10 years 

Dai-ichi Life SHB Exclusive deal 2017 15 years 

Prudential VIB Exclusive deal 2015 15 years 

Ageas Life MBB Joint venture 
  

Cardif Life VCB Joint venture 
  

 
 



APPENDIX 18: COMPARISON GROUP 
Profitability ratios by FYE 2017 

 
 
 
 
 

Balance sheet ratios by FYE 2017 
 

  ACB VCB MBB HDB VPB TCB 
Equity Multiplier 17.17% 17.6% 10.18% 13.76% 10.82% 10.87% 
Loan to Deposit ratio 82.24% 78.6 83.65% 86.69% 13.78% 94.08% 

  

APPENDIX 19: CUSTOMER LOYALTY SURVEY 
As part of our competitive analysis, a customer loyalty survey is conducted to obtain first hand insights from consumers, esp ecially ACB to better check customers 
satisfaction and the drivers behind their decisions and recommendations. Here are the most important insights extracted of the survey:  

The most important factors consumers take into consideration when using banking 
services: 

 

 
100% respondents who have access to banking services have heard of ACB 

85.33% respondents who have used ACB services will recommend ACB to others 

91.8% respondents who have used ACB services will continue to use ACB service 

The benefits of using ACB services: 

 

Sample of survey: 428 respondents  
Age range: 18-65  
Geographic Location: 73.9% from HCMC, others from Binh Duong, Dong Nai, Long An, An Giang, Soc Trang 

 
APPENDIX 20: CAMELS 

ACB – Rating B2 – Score 6.558 

VCB – Rating B2 – Score 6.683 

TCB – Rating B2 – Score 6.548 

HDB – Rating B3 – Score 5.756 

MBB – Rating B2 – Score 6.346 

VPB – Rating B3 – Score 5.975 

 Ratios for CAMELS Weight Total weight ACB Score Score W*IS Ind Score W*S 

C 
CAR 70% 

18% 
12.45% A3 8 

7.55 B1 1.359 D/E 15% 16.74 C2 3 
Coverage Ratio 15% 132.70% A1 10 

A 
NPL 10% 

18% 
0.70% A3 8 

8.3 A3 1.494 GSEC/Total Investment 30% 89.08% A2 9 
Standard Advances/Total Advances 60% 97.99% A3 8 

M 
Business per employee 25% 

18% 
8,071,995,355 C2 3 

4.75 C1 0.855 Profit per employee 25% 204,967,195 C3 2 
CDR 50% 78.76% B1 7 

E 

ROA 25% 

10% 

0.80% C2 3 

4.5 C1 0.45 NII/Total Assets 25% 3.60% B1 7 
Operating profit/Total Assets 25% 4.40% C1 4 

Cost/Income 25% 54% C1 4 
L Cash/Total assets 25% 18% 1.71% B1 7 5.5 B3 0.99 

 ACB VCB MBB HDB VPB TCB 
NII/Revenue 73.94% 74.60% 80.90% 84.57% 82.37% 54.64% 

Net fee/Revenue 10.39% 8.63% 8.15% 2.62% 5.84% 23.32% 
CIR 54.35% 35.54% 28.74% 54.25% 43.26% 40.35% 

CASA 15.86% 28.4% 30.11% 12.07% 14.73% 22.36% 
NIM 3.50% 2.50% 4.20% 4.10% 8.80% 3.9% 
COF 4.95%  3.56% 5.71% 6.21% 3.88% 

ROAA 0.8% 1.0% 51.2% 1.2% 2.5% 2.6% 
ROAE 14.1% 17.6% 12.4% 15.8% 27.5% 27.7% 

46.3% customers were satisfied with the services 

Only 9.13% customers were dissatisfied with the services 

 



GSEC/Total Assets 25% 17.43% A2 9 
Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 50% 30.73% C2 3 

S System and control 100% 18%  A3 8 8 A3 1.44 
 Ratios for CAMELS Weight Total Weight VCB Score Score W*IS Ind Score W*S 

C CAR 70% 18% 10.20% B1 7 6.7 B2 1.206 
 D/E 15%  18.7 C3 2    
 Coverage Ratio 15%  130.70% A1 10    

A NPL 10% 18% 1.10% B3 5 7.4 B1 1.332 
 GSEC/Total Investment 30%  76.49% B1 7    
 Standard Adv/Total Advances 60%  97.98% A3 8    

M Business per employee 25% 18% 95,134,988,585 A2 9 7 B1 1.26 
 Profit per employee 25%  561,446,231.59 B3 5    
 CDR 50%  79.71% B1 7    

E ROA 25% 10% 1% B3 5 5 B3 0.5 
 NII/Total Assets 25%  2.12% B3 5    
 Operating profit/Total Assets 25%  3.20% C2 3    
 Cost/Income 25%  40% B1 7    
L Cash/Total assets 25% 18% 0.98% B3 5 5.25 B3 0.945 
 GSEC/Total Assets 25%  10.17% B2 6    
 Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 50%  53.96% B3 5    
S System and control 100% 18%  A3 8 8 A3 1.44 
 Ratios for CAMELS Weight Total Weight TCB Score Score W*IS Ind Score W*S 

C CAR 70% 18% 12.70% A3 8 7.85 B1 1.413 
 D/E 15%  9 A3 8    
 Coverage Ratio 15%  73% B1 7    

A NPL 10% 18% 1.61% C2 3 6 B2 1.08 
 GSEC/Total Investment 30%  32.68% C2 3    
 Standard Adv/Total Advances 60%  96.94% A3 8    

M Business per employee 25% 18% 5,107,460,643 C2 3 6 B2 1.08 
 Profit per employee 25%  735,294,889 B1 7    
 CDR 50%  76.60% B1 7    

E ROA 25% 10% 2.60% A3 8 7.25 B1 0.725 
 NII/Total Assets 25%  3.31% B2 6    
 Operating profit/Total Assets 25%  6.07% B2 6    
 Cost/Income 25%  28.70% A2 9    

L Cash/Total assets 25% 18% 0.87% C1 4 4.5 C1 0.81 
 GSEC/Total Assets 25%  6.47% C1 4    
 Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 50%  48.42% B3 5    

S System and control 100% 18%  A3 8 8 A3 1.44 
 Ratios for CAMELS Weight Total Weight HDB Score Score W*IS Ind Score W*S 

C CAR 70% 18% 13.50% A2 9 8.25 A3 1.485 
 D/E 15%  11.83 B2 6    
 Coverage Ratio 15%  73.27% B1 7    

A NPL 10% 18% 1.46% C2 3 5.7 B3 1.026 
 GSEC/Total Investment 30%  11.48% C3 2    
 Standard Adv/Total Advances 60%  96.75% A3 8    

M Business per employee 25% 18% 4,291,707,142 C2 3 3.25 C2 0.585 
 Profit per employee 25%  139,600,500 C3 2    
 CDR 50%  86.69% C1 4    

E ROA 25% 10% 1.20% B2 6 5 B3 0.5 
 NII/Total Assets 25%  3.35% B2 6    
 Operating profit/Total Assets 25%  3.96% B3 5    
 Cost/Income 25%  54.30% C2 3    

L Cash/Total assets 25% 18% 0.80% C1 4 4 C1 0.72 
 GSEC/Total Assets 25%  2.83% C3 2    
 Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 50%  53.14% B3 5    

S System and control 100% 18%  A3 8 8 A3 1.44 
 Ratios for CAMELS Weight Total Weight MBB Score Score W*IS Ind Score W*S 

C CAR 70% 18% 12% A3 8 8.15 A3 1.467 
 D/E 15%  9.6 A3 8    
 Coverage Ratio 15%  97.30% A2 9    

A NPL 10% 18% 1.20% C2 3 6.3 B2 1.134 
 GSEC/Total Investment 30%  43.78% C1 4    
 Standard Adv/Total Advances 60%  97.07% A3 8    

M Business per employee 25% 18% 38,325,694,503 B3 5 5.25 B3 0.945 
 Profit per employee 25%  266,565,984.42 C3 2    
 CDR 50%  76.76% B1 7    

E ROA 25% 10% 1.20% B2 6 5.5 B3 0.55 
 NII/Total Assets 25%  3.57% B2 6    
 Operating profit/Total Assets 25%  4.90% B3 5    
 Cost/Income 25%  43.30% B3 5    
L Cash/Total assets 25% 18% 0.59% C2 3 4.5 C1 0.81 



 GSEC/Total Assets 25%  7.44% B3 5    
 Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 50%  45.46% B3 5    

S System and control 100% 18%  A3 8 8 A3 1.44 
 Ratios for CAMELS Weight Total Weight VPB Score Score W*IS Ind Score W*S 

C CAR 70% 18% 12.70% C3 8 7.4 B1 1.332 
 D/E 15%  8.35 A3 7    
 Coverage Ratio 15%  50.80% B1 5    

A NPL 10% 18% 3.40% B3 1 4.6 C1 0.828 
 G-sec/Total Investments 30%  31.95% C3 3    
 Standard Adv/Total Advances 60%  89.58% C2 6    

M Business per employee 25% 18% 2,484,445,563 B2 3 4.75 C1 0.855 
 Profit per employee 25%  270,325,149.00 C2 2    
 CDR 50%  71% C3 7    

E ROA 25% 10% 2.50% B1 8 8 A3 0.8 
 NII/Total Assets 25%  7.43% A3 8    
 Operating profit/Total Assets 25%  9.90% A3 9    
 Cost/Income 25%  35.50% A2 7    
L Cash/Total assets 25% 18% 0.93% B1 4 5 B3 0.9 
 G-sec/Total Assets 25%  6.23% C1 4    
 Liquid Assets/Total Deposits 50%  66.04% C1 6    
S System and control 100% 18%  B2 7 7 B1 1.26 

 
APPENDIX 21 :PORTER’S FIVE FORCES ANALYSIS 

THREAT OF NEW ENTRANTS - LOW 
The threat is low because banking industry has very high barriers to entry. The industry is known as capital-intensive, which requires significant initial capital outlay and ample 
cash to maintain healthy operation. Specially, the minimum chartered capital requirement by SBV to establish a bank is a substantial sum of VND3,000bn. Further, banks need an 
extensive network of physical branches and large number of employees in order to mobilize deposits effectively, which requires huge capital investment. 
Second hindrance to new entrants is the existence of economies of scales. Established banks will benefit from cost advantage compared with fresh players. In addition, economy 
of scope also favors established banks in case they offer other services such as bancassurance. 
Besides, due to central bank’s positions in the economy, the sector is highly regulated by the government. Bank founders have to provide proof of financial capacity, risk 
management policy, analysis of company and so on to SBV before receiving the green light. If in operation, bank’s capital goes below the regulatory limit of VND3,000bn, that 
bank will be forced to restructure, otherwise, be acquired by SBV. 
Therefore, we assess this as LOW threat to the company. 
SUPPLIERS BARGAINING POWER - HIGH 
Banking sector depend mainly on the supply of these inputs: 
 1/ Deposit supply: 
Deposits come from three main sources: individual depositors, SMEs and large corporates. Individual depositors account for a significant proportion of deposit in retail banks (for 
ACB, at the end 2017, 82% deposits are from individual). Individual depositors, except for HNWIs, have relatively low bargaining power but taken as a whole, their bargaining 
power is considerable. SME and corporates have relatively larger bargaining power as they can prove their trustworthiness and go into strategic partnership with banks. 
To enhance the negotiation position, ACB has tailored their products to suit customers better and therefore, attract more individual depositors. Regarding SME and corporates, 
SME offer promotional policies in exchange for long-term relationship in order to develop a strong “ecosystem” for the Company. 
 2/ Human resources: 
Low pools of high-level human resources make bargaining power of employees higher. Banking industry requires a large amount of high-level employees. According to ILO, the 
demand for new human resources in finance – banking sector in 2016-2020 of Vietnam is 1,6mn people. Although 56.84% of financial institutions have employed more labor in 
3Q2018, 26.6% claim to be understaffed. In addition, economic integration leads to the problem of “brain drain” – more experts choose to work for foreign entities. 
To minimize the threat of high-level labor shortage, ACB has established their own training hub to enhance working capacity of employees. The hub held 679 training courses 
with 65,241 participation turns in 2017. 
Assessing the high dependence on various suppliers, we rate the threat HIGH to the company 
CUSTOMERS BARGAINING POWER - MODERATE 
Due to unique characteristics of banks’ products, mainly loans, banks are considered to have higher bargaining power than customers. Depending on purposes of borrowing, 
customers can have different bargaining power: 
1/ Individuals who take mortgages or household business loans are in dire need of capital. Therefore, they tend to have lower bargaining power. However, in aggregate, negotiation 
position of individuals is significant for retail banks (retail loan book accounts for 57% of ACB loan book in 2017). 
2/  SME and corporates tend to have higher bargaining power, considering the bulk of the loans and long-term relationship with banks. Although ACB offers favorable interest 
rate to SME customers, ACB benefits from the high CASA rate from these borrowers, who are the main players in ACB’s ecosystem. 
Combining these factors, we assess this threat MODERATE to the company. 
INTENSITY OF RIVALRY FOR DOMESTIC MARKET-HIGH 
Vietnam banking industry has two main focused-sectors: wholesale and retail banking. While the 4 biggest SOEs specialize in wholesale business, private banks including 4 major 
players TCB, VPB, MBB and ACB lead the retail market. The rivalry intensity in retail banking area is considered significant due to the following reasons. Firstly, JSCB banks face 
fierce competition in drawing customer base as the switching costs of customers is significantly low and individual service-users tend to switch swiftly to lower-fee-charge providers 
instead of being loyal to brands. Secondly, product differentiation is low because technology is not fully exploited to differentiate the service delivery process, as the result, 
customer decision is strongly influenced by pricing. Thirdly, the battle of vying for retail market share is intense, which is easily seen by mortgage market share is divided relatively 
equal between three major players (TCB 14%, ACB 12%, MBB 10%).  
ACB addresses the issue of customer loyalty by offering bundling of products that is tailored to its client base, developing a strong ecosystem via relationship-based pricing for 
SMEs network, at the same time, serving their employees’ financial needs by offering special programs with favorable interest rate and services. As customers stick to Bank’s 
additional service, it is more troublesome to switch between banks. 
THE THREAT OF SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS.-LOW 
As banks provide relatively distinct products and services compared to other industries: bank loans and banking service (driven mostly by transactional services), we consider the 
threat of substitute products is insignificant. (1) Other financing forms, such as tontine (so-called Hui in Vietnamese) or borrowing from unsecured groups are strictly prohibited 



and regulated by the Government, meanwhile peer-to-peer form has not got approval in Vietnam. (2) Regarding transactional services, payment/transfer service provided by 
emerging fintech companies like Momo, Apple Pay or Samsung Pay is not yet popular as facing the barrier of trust.  
In response to this, ACB is rushing to develop multiple touch points via both physical and digital platforms as to ease the access to banking services.  For examples, beside ACB’s 
mobile apps, about 500 Cash Deposit Machines will come into use in near future, replacing current ATMs. ACB has also planned to invest and cooperate with fin-tech start-up as 
to capture future trends. 

 
 

APPENDIX 22 – SWOT ANALYSIS 

STRENGTH 

Well established brand name with 25 years of experience in retail banking sector and a proven retail business model 

Experienced and skilled management further strengthened with foreign experts 

Loyalty of employees and Bank’s ability to develop and nurture their talent pool with a focus on high capability and efficiency 

Desirable and superior asset quality in the banking industry, coupled with sound liquidity profile and low bad debt standpoint. 

Loyalty of customers gained from customer-centric business model 

Nationwide branches and sub-branches. 

Strengthened risk management policy in adherence with regulations of the SBV 

Improved IT platforms  

Large retail and SME customer base 

WEAKNESS 

Less competitive advantage in gaining CASA 

Modest profitability compared to peers due to secured lending focus 

Profit per employee is low 

High operating cost due to restructuring and rebranding process 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Underpenetrated retail banking and favorable demographics offering numerous opportunities for business expansion 

Sustained manufacturing and trade sector increases demand for banking services 

Cautiously optimistic macro backdrop leaves spaces for prudent ones to outshine 

Large SME base with ecosystem in execution to improve CASA and cost of funds 

Increasing focus on fee-generating services promises improving profitability 

THREATS 

Increasing threat from Fintech companies, digital and social networking services 

Severe competition from other well established peers in the banking, especially the retail sector. 

Risk of interbank rate fluctuation and unexpected inflation, which in turn raise the funding cost 

Difficulty in business due to global economic downturn 

Political instability 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Disclosures: 
Ownership and material conflicts of interest: 
The author(s), or a member of their household, of this report does not hold a financial interest in the securities of this company. 
The author(s), or a member of their household, of this report does not know of the existence of any conflicts of interest that might bias the 
content or publication of this report.  
Receipt of compensation: 
Compensation of the author(s) of this report is not based on investment banking revenue. 
Position as an officer or director: 
The author(s), or a member of their household, does not serve as an officer, director or advisory board member of the subject company. 
Market making: 
The author(s) does not act as a market maker in the subject company’s securities. 
Disclaimer: 
The information set forth herein has been obtained or derived from sources generally available to the public and believed by the author(s) to be 
reliable, but the author(s) does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to its accuracy or completeness. The information 
is not intended to be used as the basis of any investment decisions by any person or entity. This information does not constitute investment 
advice, nor is it an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security. This report should not be considered to be a recommendation by 
any individual affiliated with CFA Society Vietnam, CFA Institute or the CFA Institute Research Challenge with regard to this company’s stock. 
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